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''With. balicé Toward None With Charity For
Vol, XI.

All- -

And With Firm icss In The Right"'

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY,

The Election

Coming Back

The election is over and the returns so far seem to indicate a
Republican Land-Slidall over
the United States with a few exceptions.
It is a surprise to the Democrats who have felt so secure in
the sense of certain victory that
many of them failed to exercise
their right to a voice in the selection of those who make and execute the laws. It is an off year
and it has been impossible to
the people generally to a
sense of the importante of the
Political issues at stake.
We are unable to get a comprehensive repost of the election in
time for this issue. Briefly stated it is to the effect that Republican gains are apparent in many

The following is from tlie

Listen Daughter
Cali-

fornia, Missouri, Herald and is
about some of our people in Roy.
A. F. Griner's sale last Thurs
day was attended
large
crowd and articles brought satis

e

--

states,

That Hernandez has
been elected over Ferguson to
Congress, and that the Republicans will control the New Mexico
Legislature.
The following is ' the vote in
the Roy and neighboring precincts.

NOVEMBER

factory prices.
Mr. Griner and his sister Miss
Nettie left today for Binger, Ok
lahoma and will visit Mrs. L. S
Norman, and from there to Roy
New Mexico, wheie three sisters
nre located. About üie first of
the year Mr. Griner expects to
gp' to the state of California
where his brother Dr. O. T. Gri
ner is located. The Griner fam
ily have been residents of the vi
cinity of California for many
years and are people whom we
all deeply regvet to have leave.
They are residents well worthy
the highest esteem that can be
given".
We are giad to welcome Miss
Nettie back to New Mexico and
also extend the glad hand to the
brother who comes with her.

Deer Hunters

Listen, daughter. You r mothA party of Dawsonites arrived
er tells me that the honey boy in Roy Wednesday in three
who has been festooning the land- automobiles and after gettine-- a
,Tvsoninr and other
scape hereabouts orihp.:j-n- t
pm.pj,
to a position things headed for the canyons
previously selected. In other for a hunting trip.
words, he has gond and got
The party consisted of Messrs.
'Well
baby.
don't cry. T. C. Hill, Mgr. of the Big Store
reason
no
and besides it at Dawson, Henry Pippin, ClarThere's
washes off the powder. Honey ence Wright' Ernest Mfller' A. C.
spent about four bits a week on Straub, A. Brown, Lloyd King,
you. Here's a dollar to take its Robt. Hancock, Jim Bell and an,
place. Every time he called he other.
cleaned outthe refrigerator Your
Fred Ogden and Remigio Lopez
--

liiwin-TiTtSTetreate-

d

an-ote-

r

mother will see that yonr brothers do this in the future. He kept
you up late nights. Your ' baby
sister is teething and she has kept
me up late, but I'll resign in your
favor so it wont seem strange for
you to go to bed early. He took
possession of the most comfortable rocker in the diuing room.
When you look at that rocker in
the future it will not bring a
pang to see it empty, for it will
be full of little old George B.
Father. Your ma and I stayed by
,

:

you through teething, colic, measDan Laumback was in town les, croup and- whooping cough
Thursday and called to see about and we're going to see you
the election. He reports some through this if we have to take
democratic gain in his precinct turns at spanking you. Take
in spite of adverse conditions and your eyes off the moon, daughter
is not discouraged by the tem- and look at the dust around you.
-

ROY PRECINCT

Ferguson
Hernandez,
Hill
Williams

;

Lucero
-

Medina

5G

P,

'

líl

Pacheco
Ogden-

'.,

115
59

G9

62
111'
62

4'.)

119
59

60

porary defeat of the party and
principles he has championed all The ladies of the 500 club met
and was most excellently enter
his life.
tained at the home of Mrs. F. A.
Strangers as well as old timers Roy, Thursday the 29th. The
now locate all parts of town by affair was also in honor of Mrs.
distance and direction from Less Alldredge who is leaving
Brown Davis Mercantile Co's. Roy for her new home in Springer. The game of &00 was very
big store.
much enjoyed. Mrs Less
held the highest, score
The Kansas Club met Wednes- while Mrs. Gene Roy held the
day with Mrs. J. S. Russel at lowest score. At the conclusion

MILLS PRECINCT
Fergus son
Hernandez

64

103
39

All-dred-

Hill
Williams

95
44

Pacheco
.Lucero
Ogden
Medina

98
42

--

55
'

'

56

A very enLaguna
joyable time is reported and an
110
86
unusually elaborate banquet was
34
spread for the occasion. The
The only report we can get membership of the club has defrom Solano is that there, were creased in numbers but it is
making up in loyalty and enthus51 votes cast and they were
evenly divided.
iasm.
Seca-Ranch-

.

of the game a most delicious
luncheon was served by the Hostess. The next meeting of the
500 club will take place at the

home of Mrs. G. Kitchell Friday
Nov. 13.
Col. Paxton, of the Albert pre-

.'

Wagon Mound reports Fergus-so94, Hernandez 211. Ogden 110
86, Lucero
Medina 202, Pacheco
'
n

200.

v

It appears that Mora County
has gone Republican by its normal majority of about three hundred although the returns are
not as yet made public.
y

Personally the editor of the
gets much satisfaction out of
S--

7. 1914, No. 42

and otherswho have been in Dawson' did the social honors while
the crowd was in town. They
are due to have some good hunting and the time of their lives in
the historic old La Cinta,
R. J. Williamson, of Solano,
,1
f
i.,.
n J mi
'ii. . n

where he goes to

'
livt5hJ
."Pennu...

daughter, M rs. f.'J
He Has surrendered his job at the
Pump station at Solano
Jog
and
Allen has accepted the
job in his place Mr. Williamson
has been a pioneer homesteader
here and many friends would re
gret his departure were it not
that he is growing old and needs
a daughters care.

Jack Mahoney is hauling his
wheat to town from the machine
He had twenty five acres and it
yielded better than 20v bushels
per acre.
The house from the Joe Bird
claim south of town was hauled
in to town Thursday and will be
fitted up for a residence.
Lou Stevens, (Bicycle Steve)ar-rive- d
in Roy this week from his
home in Marion, .Indiana. He
rode his trusty wheel until he
arrived at Dalhart Texas and
eame on the train the rest of the
way. He is a friend to Fred
Sisson and Waldo Morris and expects to take up a claim here.

cinct in Union County, came to
town Wednesday and expressed
Will Paxton and Mr, Baker arthe returns from Mora County
Ballot Box for their election rived Friday from 111.
the
They
and especially the eastern end.
to Clayton the County seat at a went to
ranch,
the
We have never dared hope for
cost of a couple of dollars to the
our election as representative in
taxpayers.
Col. Reddic, took the train at
.
the face of conditions in this
county but the unanimous en- i A . West, of. Mosquero de Roy Thursday for his old home
dorsement of the Democratic livered several loads of wheat to in Pennsylvania. He has provparty and the loyal support we the . Co. in Roy Wednesday ed up on his claim here and will
received is proof that we are ap and he and his family drove on to spend the winter amtmg old
preciated and a vindication of the Cimarron after a wagon load of friends and surroundings but
stand we have taken in public apples. He called to order the promises to return here for the
summer months and escape the
áffairs.
sent to him in future. '
discomforts of the east.
G.-M-

;

S--

f
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EPANISn-ÁMEItlCA-

ove mors

nf
Alice Bradlev's Plav
A Novell1

ii

f--

i

ran

GERTRUDE STEVENSON

.

Illustrations from Photographs of the' Stage Production
OopyrlgHt,m CPobUcation Wgntt ijeaerred) by darla Salaaoo.

Daniel Slade suddenly advance! from a
penniless miner to a millionaire. He In
ambitious to become governor of the
g
wife fails
state. His simple,.
to rise to the new conditions. Slade meets
land, and MMlálSér atf ttóMMSyWwfc
Slade decides to separate from his wife
and takes rooms at his club. His desertion of his wife and his constant attendance on Katherine Strickland causes
public comment
Editor Merritt is won
over to the support of Wade because he
cannot otherwise suppl the money for a
European trip demanded by Mrs. Merritt ..
home-lovin-

;

CHAPTER VI

Continued.

re strangers there who
"There
difficullearned of your
ties for the first time tonight," Strickland continued. "Merritt has thrown
the bombshell."
"Why, Í thought" Slade began to
protest.
"He's all right," came the senator's
reassuring tones. "It had to come
out He's got his coat off in there
for you now. He maintains that the
opposition papers are bound to take
it up at any moment. Now, what do
you advise?"
"The truth," thundered Slade. "My
wife is preparing to desert me. It
will happen" Hayes Jumped up and
fluqg himself out of the room
neat day any hour."
"I seer Bd the senator looked
grave. "Ii this irrevocable, Slade?"
"Irrevocable," declared Slade, positively. "As I have told you several
times, senator, it Is irrevocable. Ill
stand by that."
Convinced that Slade knew his own
mind in this matter as well as he had
the reputation for knowing it in all
other matters, Strickland returned to
the waiting politicians.
Slade had been alone but a few
minutes when Katherine returned.
"Well. Mr. Slade." the girl exclaimed, "things seem to be coming
our way."
Slade was in no mood for mere conversation. He was annoyed at Hayes
attitude, and incensed because hie
private affairs were being publicly
discussed in the next room. Mentally
he cqnsigned Hayes to the devil, his
wife to the far EáBt of .be country,
and registered a vow with himself that
he would have that divorce and the
woman he wanted in spite of everybody and everything.
He resolved te sound Katherine out
then and there. He turned over in
prophis mind the most
osition that a man ever made to a
woman. He was planning to ask her
to marry him, when he should be
free, to decorate his home, preside at
his table, share his wealth and the
honors of the chief executive of the
state. There would be no warmtb
in his tone, no love in his heart, no
hunger of his Hps for hers, no yearning of his arms for her yielding figure,
there would be none of the fire of
youth, nothing of the love of little
children, nothing of the spirit that
makes of marriage a sacrament rather
than a thing of convenience.
As Katherine walked across the
room, moving toward him with the
quiet grace and dignity of the
woman, he had
a fleeting memory of the slight, badly
dressed little woman, whose diffidence
in strange surroundings had always
fretted him. She a governor's wife?
Impossible! He rose and stood beside the woman whom he proposed to
use as another living stepping stone.
"Miss Strickland," his mind fully
toada up, "you've 3ne ft let for me
"

"to-tnoro- je

cold-bloode-

d

well-traine-

well-gowne-

d

the last few weeks while you've
been making that bust I think I understand you in a way. The more I
see 'of you the more I think I I'd
like to make a well, a bargain with
you. That doesn't seem to be quite
In

SYNOPSIS.

d,

averted her eyes. "Yet I think that's
what we call It"
"A bargain?" echoed Katherine.
"Yes, a bargain," he repeated. "I
never knew but one woman well that
was Mrs. Slade. She's a good woman
a mighty good woman, but we can't
I never had a home not a home
like Strickland's. When I have another
house that'll be what I'll want I'll
want my friends, my. acquaintances,
to come there. I want well headquarters. And I want a woman at
the head of my house that I can be
proud of like Strickland."
Katherine was not surprised. She
had anticipated some such move as
this on his part, but now that she
was face to face with the unvarnished
suggestion, she found herself more
shocked than she , would have, believed.
"In a couple of months I'll stand
free," he went on. "PerhapB sooner.
I don't expect any woman's going to
love me she isn't Got to do that
when you're young. But I'd do all I
could tor the woman. t She'd have evpower that
erythingmoney and-th- e
goes with it I want to say right
here that I wouldn't speak if I thought
young Hayes had a chance. I saw
he

-

didn't"

At the mention of Hayes' name
Katherine had an instant's vision ol
Bob's tender face his eyes burning
with love looking Into hers of his
youth his strength his, fine honor,
and her heart cried out desperately,
pitifully, for the shelter of his arms.
In another""moment the old recurrent vision of life In the old town,
dull, cheap, uninteresting, and
lure of what Slade was offering, the
money, the clothes, the servants, the
power to reign Buprerae, swept her
off ber feet The thought of. divorce
did not terrify her. Mrs. Slade, whom
sho had never seen, was only a ñamé.
As Slade watched her standing
straight and white, he feared he had
been too brutally blunt
"You needn't think it over now,"
he hastened to add. "Perhaps you
will later,, and perhaps you won't
That's for you to decide. I guess I've
said all I can say."
But Katherine was not a woman to
shrink from a situation because ot
Its unpleasant features.
She knew
that she couldn't have all the things
she wanted without some suffering,
some pain. Her father's world had
taught her that love was a thing of
small consideration where marriage
was concerned, unless It went with
the advancement of one's ambitions,
love was not of the world. Place,
power, wealth these were of the
world and this man offered them to
..
her.
"This Isn't a matter of sentiment,"
she agreed with him calmly. "I'll be
perfectly frank with you. I don't say
I won't think it over,. I know just
what you want of a woman. "When
you can go to my father free there
won't be any barrier In the way."
She offered her hand as if to bind
the bargain. He held it for a, brief
instant and with a hurried "thank
you" left the room.
"

CHAPTER VII.
Left alone, Katherine drew a long
breath. Her face was set and her eyes

N.

were harder than it la good for a
woman's eyes to be. She pictured to
herself the future for which she had
just bargained.
There would be
wealth no more pinching struggle
with masked poverty, her father at
ease, his political debts all paid.
There would be no more pretense that
her art was for love of it and not for
money she would' be free to follow
her desires in this as In all else.
There would be honor and power as
wife of the state's chief executive
and that was but a step to further
honors that she would achieve at
with
Slade'a side with Sladen-alwa- ys
; ;
Slade ah!
; As she stood thus the horror of what
she had agreed to do swept over her,
and she sank moaning and shivering
into a chair, covering her face as if
to shut out the hideous vision of herself as Slade's wife. She did not
hear Bob enter, and did not know he
rnfttn until il touobI he
shoulder with tender alarm, exclaiming, "Why, Katherine, what's the
w-U-i-

ha

matter?",

(

,:-

-

He did not think he ever remembered Katherine, strong,
Katherine, looking so pathetic and
helpless. She dropped her hands from
her face and he was surprised to see
the misery in her eyes and .the drawn
lines about her mouth.
"I'm cold I'm cold! I've had an
awful chill," she tried to say, her
teeth chattering with the sudden cold
that seemed to freeze her lips. "Don't
touch me. Bob?" she choked. "I've
done it I've done it I always knew
I'd do something terrible I've done
It." Her voice was hollow and her
eyes were blank and expressionless.
"Katherine, tell me what's the matter? Can't you tell me?" There was
a world of love and tender solicitude
in Bob's voice. His manner seemed
to rouse her, and she began to pace
the floor excitedly.
"Mj mind's made up. It's all over
between us' now. I'm going to marry
Slade," the words were uttered
quickly, breathlessly.
"You're going to marry Slade," Bob
could scarcely believe his ears. "You
;
must be crazy!"
wag
"No." Ker voice
firmer now.
years old,
"But I'm twenty-sevetwenty-seve- n
years old." She bit the
words off with a vengeance.' "Soon
I'll be thirty thirty do you bear?
And you're the only man I've ever
cared a rap for. I've tried to marry
other men, rich men, men with important positions. Once I nearly did It
in Europe. Then I thought of you,
and I waited, I waited. And it's too
late now. I can't wait ' any longer.
I've worried and wondered ever since
I got home what I cóuld do. What I
could do! Slade's the answer. Bob,
Slade's the answer."
"My God, Katherine!" Hayes was
completely bewildered at this unexpected outburst. "Slade's married."
"I don't care," she retorted, defiantly, gaining courage as she talked.
"A woman more or less is nothing
to that man. He'll move a mountain.
He'll soon sweep her out of his path."
The hot blood surged up Into Hayes'
face. He was aghast at this peep Into
the soul of the woman he had thought
was tender and dear and sweet Her
complete disregard of Mrs. Slade enraged him.
"So this is what Glade has done!''
His fists were clinched, "This is what
he's .after. This is what you want
I'm not surprised," he went on, bitterly. "It was always in you."
"Yes," she met this accusation, an
angry light In her eyes. "It was always in me. I always had to have
everything, be everything. I can't
stay here and be a nobody. We're
getting horribly poor. If we look
it's because nothing Is paid
for. When I was a child I , always
had to lead all the little games." She
was talking rapidly, earnestly. "Then
when I grew up there was only one
leader . here Katherine Strickland,
and after there was never but one
woman left this place and did the
things I've done and made the successes I've made, and now to come
back here and settle down! When
I'm Mrs. Slade I'll have the Ufa I'm
firm-wille- d

'

n

.

-

;

pros-perou- s,

after money and power and Europe
the world." y

"Don't forget Slade," came sarcastically rom Hayes. "Don't forget
Slade," and he came toward her.
"You'll have Slade, too. You'll have
to live with him, a man who has lived
all his life with another woman

who"'

-

-

"Don't!" she' commanded. "He la
only marrying me for a a sort of
housekeeper." "You'll be his wife Just the same."
Every word was a sting.
"Yes you'll have your revenge,".
Katherine answered quietly, more to
herself than to him. Her voice
dropped wearily. "Iffvery time he
kisses me-'- -e very time he comes Into
the room. But I'll get used to. him, :
I suppose. Women get used to that
sort of thing." :
"Yes, and then go to the devil! Ill
tell you what I think of you," he
1' You're
stprmod
a bad woman.
You're as rotten as they" make them.
There's no ty"pe so low. - You're bad
to the marrow. London and Washington and Paris have done for you.
You've butterflied all over the world
till you're a heartless jade, junketing
about from one embassy to another
with all your pretty little cheating
tricks and not a ' decent thought in
"
your head."
"1 won't llsten.'she gasped, amazed
at hisdenunciation of her.
r

"You will

listen!"

"

"Don't oh, don't say such things.
Bob," she pleaded.
"Why not?" he demanded. "You
who plan to do such a devilish thing
in the eyes of God and of men, can
you be afraid to hear what it really 1s
.
you plan? You will listen!"
He took a step nearer. He caught
her roughly by the shoulders. He
burled his lips into the soft tendrils
of hair around her ear as he almost
shouted: "You are going to rob a poor
little woman step into her house and
snatch away her husband and the
only excuse you can offer is that you
want his money. Why don't you rob
somebody outright and get away with
it? It's more honest."
Katherine shrank from him with
a cry of protest
"And all the while you love me,"
he went on, passionately, "you love

me"

"I don't," she sobbed.
"You lie!" he accused, hotly.
"Well, supposing I do what can
you give me?" she asked coolly.. .
"What can I give you?" he repeated.
Then with a look of utter loathing in
his eyes: "You contemptible little "
and he flung her from him.
"You're going to sell what's mine
to the highest bidder," he panted.
"But Slade's not divorced yet, and
before you get out of this dirty mire
you'll regret it. You'll find yourself
so deep in scandal " .
ve-- .
protested,
Katherine
won't,"
"I
hemently. "I won't have a scandal."
"They'll say he's your lover," his
rage turning into fury,
v Katherine looked at him as if she
had been turned to stoüe. 'Then the
real significance of what he had said
fanned to a flame the rage that was
burning In her, heart rage at him
at conditions at everything! She
gripped her, fingers around one of the
lovely. roses at her belt and crushed
It to a pulp. Then she ripped them
from her gown his roses and threw
them among the. blazing logs in the
fireplace.
-

(TO Bfl CONTINUED.)

OIdCal's Explanation.
"The lata Shelby Cullom,", said a
Springfield veteran, "was a bad man
to argue with.
"I. argued with him once on war. He
in
accused roe' of being weak-kneemy.principles.He said I reminded him
"

1

d

: '
of óld Cal Clay.
r
"He saw Cal rolling along home one
evening, he explained, full of applejack, and so he said to him:
" 'Why, Cal, you told me once that
you were a teetotaler.'- ; '
" 'SovAh is. Mars Shelby,' said old
Cal, 'so Ah le; caly, sah, & hain't
bigot d,' "
-

-
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THE
SPANISH AMERICAN

We appreciate the friendship
of those who did such good work
for us election day. Dr. Self,
RBOiartBBD August t?. litir
Jess Davenport, Geo. Piggins,
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Charlie Deaton, Archie Cayis and
Editor arjd Publisher
Fred Meffert, hove all placed us
under obligations to them far beSiVicriptiM $1.58 Per Ttir
yond the mere fináncial remun
s
matter at
Entered as
eration which we could pay for
the postoffice in Roy, N. M.
their services.
The many voters who volunThh story of the betraj al or the tarily came to the polls to do
Christ, his arrest and conviction their share for the cause af beton the evidence of false witness- ter government deserve commenes has its counterpart in some dation which we are trying to
cases in New Mexico, and the forgive the negligence of thosr
story of "Shylock and the pound who for reasons of their own
of flesh" has been repeated to failed to vote.
som&.extent here with not always
the intervention which furnished
a sequel to the latter story.
The fact that it is all Democrat920 acre ranch on Carrizo
ic and progressed newspapers
comCreek, 18 miles east of Roy
that are the victims is not
mendatory of the Republican Fine auto road all the way, 100
gang and the further fact that acres subject to irrigation, am
they have not succeeded in their ple supply of water from springs
efforts to muzzle the press but on land 75 acres natural 'Vega'
that there was never a time when hay land 600 acres good range
all the reputable newspapers with breaks and timber for shel
were speakingout more fearless- ter- - An ideal little cattle ranch.
ly than now in the face of all I will sell this ranch for $9.00
this persecution should give them per acre. It is well worth $25.00
food for reflection.
per acre. $5,500.00 cash balance
in notes secured by mortage if
The Posters, of the Las Cruces desired. If you are interested
Republican are among the last in this bargain call on or address
victims Nof the "Persecution of Jess Malauff, De Haven, New
the press". It seems they have Mexico. Or call at the Spanish-AmericaOffice.
failed to get them on the Libel
charges so their enemies are

.

Church Directory

Professional Cards

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

Physician and Surgeon

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Celuer.
Priest in charge,

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

second-clas-

Ranch for Sale

n

workings Foreclosure racket on

M. D. GIBBS

Meets each Sunday at 10, Á. M.
at Christian Ohurcn.
Your
presence is necessary.
Rev. G.B.Hall, Supt,

Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
Ry.

BAPTIST
First Sunday in each month.
Service 11 A. Mi. 7.30, P. M.
Rev. R. A. Price , Pastor.

COL.

P.

WHITE

O.

MILLS

NEW MEXICO

AUCTIONEER
l Cry Sales

Everywhere.
Distance Dot Considered
Terms Reasonable

Christian

Satisfaction
GYnVd

RevOWHearn,Elder
Services fourth Lord's Day of
each month at 11 A.M. and
8 P.M. Lord's Supper at
Morning Servioe.

w

V. N. Nutter,

Nutter-Kern-

Lodge Directory

iw iiji

O. H,

mrn

mi

Kerns,

s

Realty, Co,
Homestead Lodge, No. 46
L O. O. F,
MmU every Wednesday evening at
L O. O. F. HelL Roy, N. M.
Visiting members always welcome
Wm. Q. Johnson.
H. Goodman
Secretary
Noble Grand.

Business entrusted to
our care will receive
prompt and careful at-

tention.
Nutter-Kern-

s

Real Estate Co,
N.'M.

Roy.

Notice Cream Shippers

them and they are sacrificing
their personal effects and appealFred Brown Paya 26 tents
ing to the People for a cash advance on subscription account to For Cream
meet the demanns.
See our new line of Ladies
Of course this is not a new
Cloaks for Fall and winter.
method og persecution.
Goodman Merc. Co.
It would seem that the Boards
'
A nice line of Local Photo,
of Registration have been something of a farco this year. In graph Post cards at,
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY- Roy about 250 supposed voters
were registered. One hundred
See, Nutter and Kerns for bar
and seventy eight votes were
cast and nearly fifty of these gains in farm lands
320 acre Ranch well improved
were obliged to vote with an affidavit on account of not being reg- $1.250.00
fine land $650.00
istered. The registration was 160 acre
830 acre ranch well improved
accomplished without the knowand watered $2,400.00
ledge of the citizens generally.
This is not as it should be and This land is cheaper than you
it would seem that not only the cau homestead it
Registration Board but the peoTHE ROY
ple had neglected their duty.
We can never hope to escape
from the domination of the proC A. ARMOUR, Prop.
fessional politican until we learn
to keep these details of adminis- New Bath Room and up-t-o
tration in mind and comply with date Fixtures.
them.
A modern Barber Shop.
'
It is a little difficult for the
citizen with business of his own
Hospital
to look out for to kiip track of the
conare
schemes and traps that
Modern Equipment,
stantly being set for him to resLargest
Coil in N. M
Nurses.
Graduate
liberty.,
trict his
Drs. Noble & Doughty,

Harmony Rebekah
Lodge No. 24, D. of R.
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J. B LusK,
Attorney

at Law,

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me.

A. S. HANSON

Rcy,

Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
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BARBER SHOP
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HARRY WOODWARD
Harness and Shoo Shop
Repairing a Speciality
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The schools were closed Tues- TUCUMCARI, : : N.M.
Ftmeral Director
day in order that the election
might be held in the schoolhouse Anything in the wagon and rKOXZ 111 t
as ordered by the County Board. implement line at Goodman's.
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court order requiring a company to
1
produce its books for examination, ac- i
cprding to a decision of the Supreme
For Infants arid Children.
CONDENSED i RECORD OF THE Court In dismissing an appeal case,
George W. Stenech, a New York
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
broker, recently held in London with
HOME AND ABROAD.
$12,500 in his possession, which he
was carrying to Germany, has been
released, according to word to the
.
State Department.
FROM ALL
ALCOHOLS PER CENT
The Christy Mathewson chrysan
ÁVegetable Preparalion for Asthemum, named for the doughty Giant
similating the Food and Regulapitcher, was a feature of the: four
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the Department of Agriculture, .
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Illinois suffragists opened their
forty-sixtA perfect Remedy for Constipaannual convention in.Chi-- l an appeal in the' Supreme Court from
cago with nearly 600 delegates in at- a decision. Í of the Federal Circuit
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fect a' better storage battery for subEpis
Methodist
of
ington
,
conference
marines for the United States govern-' '
copal clergymen selected to raise the
ment.
money adjourned. ;
Happiness the right of the Amerl-- ,
"The United States needs a larger
can people to happiness despite politiGuaranteed under the Foodanj)
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George von U
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Thomas. R. Marshall, vice president of
in an. address before- the City Club in
the United States.
Boston. "It's a fool's paradise to talk
'
An order of $150,000 for 6,000 artil- - about preventing war when, by lack
lery saddles was received by a St of. defense, we invite Invasion."
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'
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that the slayer of Hazel, Macklin
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express to her mother, living in Bre-- .
Lorur vcv Falkenberg':; affixed ' his
men, indicated, the police say, that he moniker to a Brooklyn Federal league
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BenPatton is working: for tne

1

1ÍH06S

CliHO

Mercantile Co.. He
is working in the capacity of
Salesman until the fixtures and
etc. for the new Meat
stock
Brown-Davi- s

These are the Chepest and
Shoes on the Market. Prices range from

market arrives and will then be
in charge of the' cutting and
nelling of meat.

Best-weari-

A. U; Davis had a run of bad
Tuesday.
He
fh his rar
"
1UV1V

ng

A nice line of Local Photo,

graph Post cards at,
-

F10ERSB1 KMC

Ladies Winter vf.
IS
ATI
CO.
.
Men's Suite and Ove W
Coats, Caps and Gloves. W
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nave always in uiozii a

line of

wJ
u

ay,
Lumber, Coal,
'Graia aad Wagon

0OOOT
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Mr. H. C. Allen and son Cliff
ord who recently came from
Hutchinson Kansas to stay with
lis father till Xmas are improv
ing the place and gathering the
place and gathering the present
corn and other crops. They will
put down a well and build a

CO.

We are glad to note the en

A1
of
Line
See our New

nt

The dance at Mr. Lee Davis'
Oct 27 was enjoyed by every one
present, young, old and the children report a splendid time.
Refreshments .were served at
12 o'clock and the merry dance
"
continued till the "wee-smhours.

Fred Brown Payi 26 ents dorsement of Cipriano Lujan, oí
For Cream
Savinoso, candidate for Repre

farr kKfyfriS&x?

insis-ta-

demand for the "Special
Crop Issue '. It is not yet ready
but weJiope to prepare what reports we have and get to it soon.

Come and tee us.

The new Depot at Mills is com
Dieted and the Agent took charge
Monday Morning. It will be a
great convenenience to the merchants and other people of Mills
who haye.heretofore had to get
their freight at Roy.

G

We are glad to nute the

$1.50 to $2.50
.Per Pair.

undertook to haul in the democratic voters in the Solano Pre
cinct btt several different kinds
of trouble prevented However
they got in and voted pretty
well.

Complete

Celebrated

oys ano guiris

Finder please return to James
Christman.

fart

5

Of Boston, Mass.

oti the road between Taylor and
Liberty school houses.

k

Agents for

Peaceful
Valley

A. G. Walton & Co.

A man's Cordu roy coat

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY-

aire Sole

301

graineryetc.
Mr. Rober in company with
some friends made a business
trip to Mora last week.
Mr. 0. Brand went to the can
yons last week and while loading
his wagon his team became
frightened, and entangled Mr.
Brand so that he fell and the
loaded wagon ran over him.
He is considerably bruised from
the accident.

sentative in San Miguel Co. The
people among whom he lived all
Since the big rain there are
his life appreciate him and prov
ed it by voting for him in defi many who are drilling in wheat
again.
ance of Party orden.
; ,
.

There is a large shipments of
will call fruit trees from the Stark nurour office Hallow-e,edelivered to
and own up to it we will gladly sery at Mills to be
surrounding va- return them the "Rag DolP'they the farmers in
cinity.
f
left in our boudoir.

If the little gfrls

Who visited

n

The Paul Anderson threshing
machine has got baek into the
neighborhood of Roy and is beginning to see the end of wheat
threshing. They threshed at
Jack Mahoney's Wednesday and
will soon pull in. The problem
of threshing maize is still to be

Land filings are still being
made in the open country to the
north more than a dozon new
comers have filed during the last
week. If we can only keep political conditions tolerable for
them until we get some more like
them there is hope for this counsolved as there is a lot of maize
try still.
cane and allied crops still to be
cared for.
Fred Tinker, of Mosquero,
load of
brought a four-horsDr. and Mrs. Bartholomew, of
wheat to Roy to market Thursday
Mills, were in town several days
Eighty to a hundred bushels is
this week. They are getting
the standard load for those who
quite a practice in their profes haul more than twenty miles.
as a Physician and
e

sions. He
she as a Trained Nurse.

Johnny Gallagher came in from
his ranch on Ute Creek Thursday
The new sign at the
very far a- Hotel is the work of Guy His visits to town are
part lately.
Anderson the Blackrmith-Paint- ar.Thresher and allaroundbandy- We have purchased a new gas
man at the Variety Machine
oline power Corn Shellsr and
Works.
are prepared to go anywhere and
do custom work. Satisfaction
Nothing
to men ol guaranteed.
useless
tuna i. rmthinsr
everything
. McClu re & Wagoner
sense; clever people turn
to account La Fontaine.

T4 pd.
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PRIME MINISTER TAKES THE FIELD
Gen. Louis Botha, premier of the
South African Union, has taken the
field in supreme command of the
against German Southwest
Africa, and the revolt of Colonel,
Maritz and his forces hastened the
movements of the former leader of
Boer armies. Before the Boer war
x
Géneral Bothav was unknown outside
Transvaal,'
the
but his dashing work
in that conflict soon made his name
a household word. . lie taught' the
British generals some severe lessons
in open field fighting and in artillery
work, and earned their respect and
even their liking.
Kitchener's, dealings with Botha
during that war were always frank
and cordial. At one meetlnga hasty
conference of two hours' duration
when some glimmering of peace appeared on the horizon "K. of K.'s"
temper might have been tried to
point, but it stood the test
"I must get off now," he said; "I have
an armored train to catch seven miles down the line." "Don't hurry away on
that account," answered Botha, with a smile; "we caught it first thing this
morning."
s
Since then the English trains that General Botha has had to catch have
s
been
to England. No coronation Is complete without ..him. He is
recognized as a great statesman; he has come to be regarded as one of the
most remarkable men in the empire. He has been premier of the Union oi
South Africa since 1910.
.....
na

3'

r
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Europe Being Closed, the Rich Flock to Washington
'

War in Europe will increase Washington's winter populanj ASHINGTON.
tlon. '..Last winter, in what is known In 'the light words of the "common

,

people" as the "swell section" of the city, there were scores of vacant houses.
In the main these empty residences
will be occupied during the coming
winter, for already the "to let" signs
in most of the staring windows hava
disappeared..
It is reported that many American families who have, been living
abroad are to come this year to see
the capital of their country, for which
some of them seemingly cared little
or nothing until they found that the
homeland was about the only place In
which their sacred necks and still
onnñ mnnv,, rich Americans
w u o"
uuio Dauicu fuvaciuuu&a wcio oaio. aü
who go to Europe to spend the winter, or at any rate a part of it.- - Some of
these this year, it is known, are to" come to Washington, and their numbers,
added to .those of the hitherto more or less permanent dwellers in Europe,
will come pretty near filling all of Washington's houses in which the visitors
would care to live.

.
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BRUSSELS' INTREPID BURGOMASTER

Banker Ailes Has Chance to Get Rich on Snakes

Even sucíí awfulgloom, as , thai
which envelops Europe has its light
. spots, and one of the brightest of thes
is Adolphe Max, the irrepressible bur
gomaster of Brussels. ' He had na
chance to fight for his city,, because
it was surrendered to the Germans
without defense, but he met the
with undaunted spirit, though
they locked him up as surety for tha
war tax of 50,000,000 francs, which
was levied on Brussels. M. Max paid
3,500,000 francs of this sum and gave
notes for the remainder up to 20,000,-00francs, but later he refused to redeem the notes, so he was carried 8
prisoner to the fortress of Namur.
It is related of Burgomaster Maa
:
that when the German commander
entered his. "office to discuss with him
the terms --on which Brussels should
yield and the methods by which the
citizens should be restrained from attacking the invaders, the representatlvíi of the kaiser bore himself with
be expected from a victorious
o.mn mnxn O frVl ftriQPO than ITllP'ht
stiffened up and Prepared to
promptly
enemy. His honor, the burgomaster,
the
meet the Teuton" on his own ground. The officer strode up to a table in
down,
slammed
it
and
center of the room and with a flourish drew his sword
m ura-- r immftdiatelv and with as big flourish drew
the
from his waistcoat pocket a fountain pen and slammed It down JesWe
"
ana
v"vCwCU
tne
interview
sword. The officer saw the point
.
'friction''-- '
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i

'
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MRS.

LITTLETON

WINS LONG

FIGHT
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of the Riggs National bank, has had
"opportunity for fortune thrust upon him. Heretofore he has pursued the jade with marked success. But it remained for his casual recital of '
a snake story', to bring him an unex- pected chance for wealth beyond the' (THEY AKEl
dreams of avarice
. léeme AS
Mr. Ailes is in receipt of a letter
(
from Forrest W. Brown, an attorney
at law In Charlestown, W. 'Va-.'lwhich is laid down the tentative plan
ror the accumulation of vast riches,
the establishment of a rattlesnake
farm. Mr. Brown writes:
. "
I tried a case two orihree years
ago in Morgan - county - involving the
title to several thousand acres of land.
which the witness described as not being worth anything except to raise rat- uesnaKes on. v. I succeeded in getting a Judgment in favor. of my client Then
an old friend of mine Inserted in a' New York pafier a communication' in
which, he said that I had acquired a large tract of land in Morgan county,
and had organized a corporation for the purpose of raising rattlesnakes." .
mis, according to Mr. Brown, was the beginning. Many letters followed
from all quarters. Exporting companies in New York and New Jersey wanted to make arrangements" to take all the rattlesnake skins that could be fur
nished. .They would tan them, in case Mr. Brown lacked the facilities. .The
skins were wanted for export trade to Paris and London.
'i
I had letters from a number of friends." continues Mr. Brown.."staíing
that they wanted me to reserve large blocks of stock for them. I think that
if I had taken all these offers I would have had $1,000,000.000 worth of stock
in the enterprise by now. But it all failed because I coulj not find a general
iuauttsoi. xuuuijr wjiio tuiu ieit me wneinef you win accept, so mat inw
great enterprise can be inaugurated and continued with success.", .
H
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Persons Will Be Interred in This Tomb'

QUAINT and curious old family tomb, built according

to the custom
prevalent in portions of the South early In. the last. mtuW. la tn h
Mrs! Martin W. Littleton, wife of
found on the old Patterson estate, in thó northeast secttoh of the city, and
Congressman Littleton of New York,
'.
: adjoining the Gallaudet. college,.. It It
,
has won. her three years', campaign;
constructed of solid granite blocks,
for government ownership of Monti-square in shape, and surmounted
cello, the homé of Thomas Jefferson,?
by
an
arched roof set off by a heavy
of Virginia,, author of the Declaration
projecting
cornice, resembling somé- ''"T,
r
nft
of Independence, of the statute of
"what those used by the anclen Egyp- "'X
"ffi
MJJT
ffr tíana
Virginia for religious freedom, father
at Mirnr anil Kamnlr An
of ths4 University of Virginia,', and
vine,
thick roots and branches,
with
founder of the Democratic party of
nearly covers the sides and roof, of
,
the United States.
thetomV. while, the". immediate surThe other day Secretary of State
roundings are so heavily grown; with
mm
SSfíi&S
William Jennings Bryan 'penned an
deep underbrush and trees that it is
appeal to Congressman Jefferson M.
J
.11.1- .
aiiuoBi impossiDie to see tne vault be- r
Levy of New York, owner of the propfore' actually reaching It. Attention was in recent years directed to the tomb
erty, asking him to consent, to the5
bythe request of Francis Wlnslow a .trustee of the. Patterson estate, .made
change of ownership and Mr.. Levy
to the health board of the' district,' for 'iiformaúon, relative to the burial laws
agreed to part with the property for
governing the use of such vaults. Mr. Winslow stated that 'no Interments
$500,000, though it cost him $1,000,000.
been made in the tomb in many years, and that, with one possible excepA
had
V
Mr. Levy Inherited the old home of if'''
none of the descendants of the Patterson family desired to be interred
tion,
Jefferson from his uncle, who was a
within
the place.- - .,. In view of the possible application for Interment within the
navy
and who bought
captain in the.
vault,' Mr.: Winslów requested information as to, whether;! the healtt:; departit from the owner, who purchased It
hi
$
ment would permit it
J:
at public auction after Jefferson'
Officer
request,
Health
Woodward
had
the
of
result
the
records
a
of
As
,
death,; when Jefferson's daughter, un- concerning
nothing
old
could
tomb
searched,
the
be
found.
but
The
office
able to meet her debts, was obliged to rbII it awav from the familv
hs
solicitor, who replied, in an opinion, stating
When Mrs. Littleton started her canmaierr-ehmit out a brochure ent! question was .referred. to tthe city
tied "One Wish," and signed by "Peggy O'Brien," her pen name. , At last her that under the new code no person could be buried in any grounds except
public burial grounds, or such' as may be so desigone wisn is 10 do graunea. Berore her marriage in 1896 she was Maud Wl
those known as private"
1
.
.
by
district commissioners.
the
(ton of Dallas, Texas.
the
future
in
nated
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"Where your Dollar does the most"

Roy Trust & Savings
Bank

111 fe are now located in the new
V building down town and we

have a New Stock of . almost ev
erything you need.
Call and see our
"Safty First" For Your Funds
and Sincere Helpful Service
Our Watchwords.
We
Want Your Account.
Remember to Regard
"Our Bank" as
YOUR BANK

New Stoc.
And be convinced that for quality and low price, we are

Strictly In Line.
Brown-Davi- s

Mercantile Co.
ROY.

Roy Trust and
Sacvirigs Bao-ik- ,

New Mexico.

John Brockman, of Mills who
is a member óf the Senior class
in the Roy High School is working out of school hours as apprentice in the Roy Barber
Shop. He is already s on artist
with the lather brush and handles
a razor quite skillfully.

The ,

Gilbert Leach is in charge of
the new Meat market of Woodward and Kidd and is cutting
steaks, roasts etc. from
their tirst beef. Mr. Kidd has
purchased Joe Mitchell's interest
in the store and the Hrm is to be
Woodward and Kidd hereafter.
Abbott.got
Higgins,
of
George
They are daily adding to their
game
right
day
election
in the
stock in different lines and have
and moved a lot of votes to the quite a store aside from the
polls in his "Ford".
meat market and groceries.
Mercantile
Sunday
and Monday
Co. moved
into their new temporary quarters in Mrs. Whiting's new
building. They will re main there
until Judge Foster's big new
building is completed when they
will occupy it permanently.
Work has been commenced on
the new building and the rear
wall will soon be completed.

The

Brown-Davi-

s

of ROY"

T-b- one

se

iron

Dr. S. Locke. D, D.S.

Three meat markets in Roy is
some difference. We hope they
may all succeed and that the business may grow to demand still

0f

Will be in ROY SOÓN
to do your Dental work.
this Space For Dates-- -

more.

Charlie Weatherill, assisted in
the Roy Barber Shop election day
Mr. Armour has been suffering
from ill health for some time
and was taking a rest.

--- Watch

Dep endable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.

Roy Telephone Company

30E

a0cZD

Hanson,
Deputy State Game Warden
A. L.

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.,
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,

Hunting Licenses Executed

on the North

Everybody desiring to carry a gun fpr any purpose
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
his own property or elsewhere.

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines
Do your business by phone and get your answer

at same

time and save telegraphic delays.

Office and EXCHANGES AT

s'V-Local Residence
SI. 50 'pr mo.
U C

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

For Cut
Pure glycerin. Is one of the best
remedies for cleansing a cut and caus'

ROY, N. M.
Local Basinet
$2.50 per m

ing It to heal quickly.
Not Square Msals.
Pride that dlne3 on vanity sups on
contempt

Rough Roads In Portuguese Cities.

The streets of Lisbon and Oporto
are pared almost entirely with cob

The pavement Is rough
blestones.
and many of the thoroughfares are
steep, as both cities are situated along
the river front and on high hills.

THE
Parliament "Palace."
that the new home of
Australia's national parliament at the
federal capital city of Canberra will
be a' ""palace." Provision Is being
made In the new building for accom
modating 300 members in the house of
representatives, and 150 In the senate.
The fact that women have the vote
In Australia, and are. eligible for election to the federal parliament, has not
been overlooked. The means of access to the chambers are to be so designed that all members may be able
to respond to a call on three minutes'
notice. Public accommodation will Include reading rooms, studies, and correspondence rooms. So that members
may obtain recreation, 14,000 square
feet of space is being devoted to billiard and other rooms.- For the official reporting of the doings of the
parliament, about twenty rooms will
be set apart. The building is to cost

It

INDIAN VOMAH

la Bald

STATE NEWS

Market St., Chehalis,

'

Wash..

and complained of itching. The eczema broke out with a rash, reddieh
looking.
It spread until it was all
over his body, and it came on his face
and caused disfigurement. His hands
had to be tied to keep him from
scratching. His clothing aggravated
the trouble and made the breaking out
worse. He was so covered with eruptions he didn't look natural. There
was such an itching and burning sensation he could not eleep and kept
someone with him continually. Weeks
and months passed by and we had almost given up in despair.
"One day I read about Cuticura Soap
and Ointment being' good for eczema
and all skin troubles.' I Bent for a free
sample and immediately we discovered a change for the better. Before
the sample was used up there was
such a remarkable change that I
bought a box of Cuticura Soap and a
box of Cuticura Ointment. The eruptions healed, the burning and itching
ceased and by the time the Cuticura
Soap and Ointment were used up he
was a well boy'., (Signed) Mrs. J. L.
Steelman, Apr. 8, 1914.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cuticura, Dept.! L, Boston." Adv.
p.

Probably.
"The new maid is Btealing a nap."
"Í guess it is the one she took off
, the parlor carpet.". , J.
,t

but
NOTHING else
blend-

Taos-Caliet-

northern county.
Complaints are again being made of
a young man who is Indulging his
curiosity, in the affairs of others by'
spying into houses in a certain section of Santa Fe.
A. L.,AwaJt, county clerk of Curry
county, was found guilty of the charge
of the unlawful use of money by a
jury of twelve men in less than twenty minutes after the jury had retired.
Indians are leaving certain pueblos
of the state in large numbers to begin
their annual fall slaughter of deer and
other, game, according to advices received by the game warden's office.
It has been suggested that Ratoq
should have a good roads club, whose
object should be to advocate and assist, in the construction and maintenance of good roads leading into tho
.

.

city.-

-,

,

.

..

Notice of' Approval of List No. 5 of
lands selected by the state was received at thé federal land office at
Santa Fe., This amounts to a patent
to the státe for some .38,741.94 acres
;
c
of land.
The Mountain Key Junior Mining
Company, composed of Silver City and
tinos Altos people, has; been formed
to develop a group of seven claims at
Pinos Altos, adjoining the famous old
Mountain Key mine.
, Harry
Leslie Davis, charged- -, with
breaking a séal on an interstate
freight car and taking an automobile
tire from the car, was ' convicted at
Santa Fe in the Federal Court- - after
the jury had been out about an hour.
... "A permit was issued by the state
game warden to William H. Bartlett,
a
rancher of the Vermejo
Park country in Colfax :" county,, to
capture twelve live beaver for display
at the San Francisco exposition next
""
'
' - v
:'"
'
year.
Through his next friend, Angelo
Saracenzo, Michele Simone of Santa
Fe filed suit for $7,500 against the
Fuel Company í on account óf injuries received by him
while coupling tram cars on an in'
cline
,
News has been received from
jngton that Pasqual Martinez, until recently private secretary to Representative Fergusson but now postmaster
at Taos, Is slated for the diplomatic
service and that he. .will likely, go to
republics,
one of the
. With the aid of the government and
with $75tf raised by the Red River,
Taos county, Good Roads Association,
the live boosters of that section have
completed a large part of the road
which, will enable the owners of rich
mines in the Red River district to
place their ores on the market
,.
?

:

the choicest gives you
the excellence of FATIMA
Cigarettes !

If yotreannot secure Fatlma Cigarettes from
you
your dealer, we will be pleased to send
three packages postpaid on receipt of 50c.
Address Fatimi Dept., 212 Fifth Ave.. New York,N.Y.

''Dislindioely Individual";
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Franklin Ave

Norwalk, Conn

writes: 'Peru,
na has done

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Carrizozo, N. M. A member of

wonders

for
I canpraise it

my boy.

not

the

famous Indian band of old Gerónimo
Is In jail here charged with killing his
wife in a most remarkable manner
by jerking her by the hair and breaking her neck. Joe Boheda, a Mesca-ler- o
Indian was brought in charged
with committing the murder, about
three miles west of Capitán; According to what information can be gathered, there were three of the Indiana
in a party, going by wagon from Capitán back to Mescalero. The man Joe
Boheda and his wife, whose name was
a
as nearly as it can be approached in English, after a few
began quarreling
drinks of
over the ownership of some horses,
the woman claiming that Boheda had
been abusing them. The man became
enraged and grabbed his wife by the
hair, jerking her head sidewise and
she fell dead, with a broken neck. After the killing the other woman,
known as Lucy Blake, went to a nearby ranch and got assistance In placing the body into the wagon and drove
on to Mescalero with the body. . Sam
A. Blocker, forest ranger In the Indian
service came over to court in charge
of the Indian witnesses and the interpreter, Sam Kenoi, in their appearance before the grand jury. It is understood that the accused claims that
the woman strangled on a piece of
dried meat. The accused as well aa
the interpreter, were members of Geronimo's band, who were placed on the
reservation last year, after being
brought from Oklahoma,
Jew-otin-

fire-wate- r,

Big Balances of State Institutions.
Santa Fe. Combined reports from

all state institutions for the quarter
ending July 30 have been made up by
the traveling auditor's office and show
many Interesting figures. For instance,
the state institutions have a bank balance of $200,400.45, which, less checks
outstanding and with the addition of
cash items, shows they have a balance at the end of the quarter of
Their receipts during the quarter were $192,866.11, the largest Bingle
item being the Morrill appropriation
and the next largest lump sum of
for tuition.
.

$186,-243.7-

5.

$31,-676.-

enough.
"I think it is
the best medi
Let me tell you why I

cine on earth.
v
think so.

:

"My son has been afflicted with ca- -i
tarrh since he was a baby five months
old, so that for years I had to watch
him all night long, and keep his
mouth open so ,he.could breathe, ea
he couid not breathe through his nose.

"He has always been very delicate.
"Since he commenced' taking th
Peruna I can go to bed and sleep &1
- ;
night

Women Don't Progress.
"Pockets for women ,will be worn
;
-:
this fall."
"What of that?"
"The girls may wear pockets, but
I'll bet they still carry their junk all
Jumbled up in a handbag."
;

Astronomy vs. Art.
Professor Has anything ever been
discovered "onVenus?
Student No, sir, there has not, if
the pictures are correct. Judge.
.

A

Home-Mad-

meat-eatin-

A Colorado Case
''--

Tt .X. .

"

mm

St., Greeley, Colo.,
isaya: "I had severe
of kidney
attack
and bladder trouble.
Sharp pains caught
me In my aide and I
couldn't get up. I
'passed gravel and
one doctor told me I
would have to undergo an operation.
I got over this spell,
but the trouble came
back and I was laid
up for days at a
time. The pains In
my back were awful and 1 was In bad
shape when I heard about Doan's Kidney
Pilla They rid me of the pain and I
passed three gravel. I haven't had any
sign of the trouble since."
Cet Doan's át Any Store, 50e Bos

DOAN'S "pÍLIV

CO.. BUFFALO, N.Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR- N

Large Shipments of Sheep.
Las Vegas. During the next ten
days or two weeks there will be a
shipment of 150 cars of sheep out of
Las Vegas. This represents about 40
per cent of the year's increase; in this
section. The estimate is made by the
dealers who annually raise the. future
mutton' and who operate chiefly ' in
San Miguel, Mora and Guadalupe
counties. The shipment will run
about 45,000 head and an approximate
The
value would be fully.. $110,000.
other 60 per cent is made up of 50
per cent ewes and 10 per cent loss.

Poison

e

Urlo acid, unknown In the days of a simple,
Ufe, is a modem poison
natural, ontof-doo- r
created Inside tbe human body by a combination
worry, and lack of rest.
overwork,
of
Backache or Irregular urination is tbe first protest of weak kidneys. When the kidneys fall behind In filtering out the excess nric acid, there la
danger of gravel, dropsy or Bright' disease.
Doan's Kidney fills strengthen weak kidneys,
but If tbe diet Is reduced, exoeMes stopped, and
fresh air, exercise and sleep increased, tho medicine acta more quickly. Doan's Kidney Pills
reputation aa a reliable
have a world-wid- e
kidney tonic

fti TT..

Stag-Canyo-

Latin-America-

I

"

Nslll

Courter,

Pulling Her Hair.

--

ing of pure tobaccos
Turkish-blen- d

alfal-

largely-attende- d

fa festival.
Roswell poultrymen organized an
association and then held a banquet.
L. L. Burkhead succeeds W. J.
Hutchinson as postmaster at Columbus. ;
The general store of Elias Clark, at
Alcalde, a few miles beyond Chamita,
was destroyed by fire. '
The state game warden's office does
not credit reports that ducks are dying, by, the thousands at Hachita.
Judge M. W. McGrath, Lordsburg
pioneer, and one of the leading Demc-'crats of Grant county, died at his
home there, following an operation for
appendicitis."
That the community of Taos will,
by December or January, have come
pleted its
road, was the
statement of F. T. Cheetham. of the
.

little nephew was cross and cried

Boy

5.

Artesia had a

ECZEMA SPREAD OVER BODY
1177

By

Meeting State Teachers'
Association at Albuquerque.

$5,000,000."

For My

Member of Geronimo's Band Charged
With Breaking Squaw's Neck

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS
23-2-

Peruna Did Wonders
Mrs.

PEOPLE

Nov.- -

KILLED

ACCUSED MESCALERO IN JAIL AT
CARRIZOZO.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
'
NEW MEXICO

-

"My

SÍANíSÍI-AMERldA-

Make the Liver
Do its Duty v I - 5

Nine times in ten when the liver Is
right the stomach and bowels are right.
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER 'PILLS
:

gently butfirmly com'
pel a lazy liver to
do its duty.
A niTTLE
Cures Coa
stipation, In
III IVER
-- fc.j,a
digestion,
ill PILLS.
Sick
Headache.
and Distress After Eating.

Carters

s
.

f

.XII
"

Pioneer Burned to Death.
' Raton.
The body of Benj. Thacker,
one of the county's early pioneers,
was discovered by , Rady Schwach-helin the small cabin opposite the
Cash meat market on Chicorlca avenue. Death evidently resulted from
burnings during the early morning
hours. According to the best belief
of the coroner and jury, Mr. Thacker
had gone to sleep while smoking and
had set the bed clothes afire, suffocation taking place without his regaining
consciousness. - The body was badly
burned as well as a portion of the
bed and bed clothing upon, which It
t
lay. , .

'

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

m

ñGOOD GOÜPLEXIOn
GUARANTEED.

USE ZOKA P0ÜADI

the beauty powder compressed with healing
agents! you will never be annoyed by pimples, blackheads or facial blemishes. II
not satisfied after thirty days' trial youi
dealer will exchange for 50c in other goods.
Zona has satisfied for twenty years try it
at our risk. At dealers or mailed, 50c.
ZOMA

C0!'?AMY. WICHITA, KIISA3

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

Loud.
G

IVE THANKS TO PEACE

"RESIDENT

THANKS,
ISSUES
GIVING PROCLAMATION.

Dwell

on American Freedom From
War, and Says Bountiful Crop

"Did you notice ihat awfully loud
girl?"
"What did she have on?"
"Crash."
Money for Christmas.
Selling guaranteed wear-proo-f
hosiery to friends & neighbors. Big Xmas
Wear-Proo- f
business.
Mills, 320C
Chestnut SL, Philadelphia, Pa. Adv.

Feed All Who Need Food.

Mamma's Kiss.

This pretty child story
-

Western Newspaper Union New Service.

Washington. President Wilson to
day Issued a proclamation designating
Thursday, Nov. 26, as Thanksgiving
day.
The President's proclamation, which
refers to the fact that the United
States is at peace while the rest of the
world is at war, follows:
By the President of the United
'
States of America.
A proclamation:
It has long been the honored custom of our people to turn in the fruit
ful autumn of the year in- praise and
thanksgiving to Almighty God for His
many blessings and mercies to us as
a nation. The year that is now draw
ing to a close since we last observed
our day of national thanksgiving" has
been, while a year of discipline be
cause of the mighty forces of war and
of change which have disturbed the
world, also a year of special blessings
for us.
It has been vouchsafed to us to re
main at peace, with honor, and in
-

supply the needs of those who are in
want. We have been privileged by our
own peace and
in some de
gree to steady - the counsels and
shape the hopes and purposes of a
day of fear and distress. Our people
have looked upon their own life as a
nation with deeper comprehension, a
fuller realization of their responsibili
ties as well as of their blessings, and
a keener sense of the moral and prac
tical significance of what their part
among the nations of the world may
mm a in h
The hurtful effects of foreign war
in their own Industrial and commercial
affairs have made them feel the more
fully and see the more clearly their
mutual interdependence upon one an- self-contr-

,

ol
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ful

such- -

lu a uoiy

as they have sel

dom practiced before. They have been
quickened by a great moral stimula-

tion. Their unmistakable ardor for
peace, their earnest pity and disinterested sympathy for those who are
suffering, their readiness to help and
to think of the needs of others has revealed them to themselves as well as
to the world.
Our crops will feed all who need
of our peo
food; the
pie amidst the most serious anxieties
and difficulties" and the steadiness
and- - resourcefulness of our business
men will serve other, nations as well
as our own.
The business of the country has
been supplied witfc instrumentalities
and the commerce of the world with
new channels of trade and intercourse. The Panama canal has been
opened to the commerce of the naself-possessi-

-

have been bound In closer ties of
friendship. New instrumentalities of
International trade have been created
which will be also new instrumentalities of acquaintance, intercourse
and mutual service. Never before
have the people of the United States
been so situated for their own advan
tage or the advantage of their neighbors or so equipped to serve themselves and mankind.
Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States of
America, do hereby designate Thursof November
day, the twenty-sixtnext, as a day of thanksgiving and
prayer and invite the people throughout the land to cease from their
wonted occupations and in their several homes and places of. worship rea
der thanks to Almighty God.
h

T

French:A mother tells

from the

her little girl that because she has been naughty she will
not kiss her for a week. Before two
days have gone by the child's lips
hunger so for her mother's kiss that
she begs her not to punish her any
more.
The mother says: "No, my dear. I
told you that I should not kiss you,
and I must keep my word."
"But, mamma, mamma," says the
little girl, "would It be breaking your
word if you should kiss me just once
tonight when I'm asleep?"
.

Possible.

No Consolation

Chartres and Amiens may in part
console us for a lost Reims; but there
Is nothing not even at Constantinoplethat would comfort us for a lost
St. Mark's. And, supposing Italy at
war, and a bombarding fleet in the
Adriatic, what should we have to expect in Venice? That little Piazzetta
Is surrounded by a brief anthology of
Italian architécture: the Byzantine
church, the Lombard tower, the
Gothic Ducal palace, the Renaissance
library, one of the masterpieces of its
date. And round the corner is the
dome of the Salute, and across a little water the beautiful tower of San
Giorgio, and further, the Redentore.
And besides all these, all Venice!
London Chronicle.
,
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HARD.

Coffee's Weight on Old Age.
When people realize the Injurious
effects of coffee and the change in
health that Postum can bring, they are
usually glad, to lend their testimoay
for thejlenefit of others.
"My mother, since her early child
hood, was an inveterate coffee drinker,
had been troubled with her heart for a
number of years and complained of
that 'weak all over' feeling and sick
stomach.
"Some time ago I was making a
visit to a distant part of the country
and took dinner with one of the
merchants of the place. I noticed a
somewhat unusual flavour, of the 'coffee' and asked him concerning it He
replied that It was Postum.
"I was so pleased with it that, after
the meal was over, I bought a package
to carry home with me, and had wife
prepare some for the next meal. The
whole family were so well pleased
with it that we discontinued coffee and
used Postum entirely.
"I had really been at times very
anxious concerning my mother's condition, but we noticed that after using
Postum for a short time, she felt so
much better than she did prior to its
use, and had little trouble with' her
heart, and no sick stomach; that the
headaches were not so frequent, and
her general condition much improved.
This continued until she was well and
hearty.
"I know Postum has benefited
and the other members of the fam
ily, but not in bo marked a degree as
In the case of my mother, as she was a
victim of long standing." Name given
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Postum comes in two forms:..
Regular . Postum must be well
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum Is a soluble pow
der. A teaspoonful dissolves quicklyi
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious bever
.
age Instantly. 30c and 50c tins.
The cost per cup of both kinds is
about the same.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
ld
by Grocers.

FOREIGN.
A Central News dlGpatch from The
dague says The Netherlands government has asked parliament for $1,200,-00- 0
for the maintenance of Belgian
"
refugees.
A rising of a portion of the garrison at Jalapa was checked, but only
after 180 were killed and wounded, according to estimates received by the
American, authorities at Vera Cruz.
James W. Gerard, American ambassador to Germany, has succeeded
In obtaining from the German government the lifting of the embargo
placed upon 1,000 tons of potash destined for America.
The steamship Victoria, the last
bojt of the season, departed from
Nome for Seattle with.300 passengers
and transportation
connection with
the remainder of the world Is discontinued until next June.
Another rebellion has broken , out
in South Africa. General Christian de
Wet and General Christian Frederick
Beyers have taken the lead of the
rebels in the Orange Free state and
western Transvaal.
anThe Treasury
Department
nounces that the New York banks
holding the papers have granted an
extension of time on the $1,000,000 interest due on the bonded indebtedness of the national railways of
.

r-so-

GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

A

Mr. F. C. Case of Welcome Lake,
Pa., writes:
"I suffered with Backache and Kidney Trouble. My head
ached, my sleep was broken and un-- s

TOJ
i

refreshing. I felt
heavy and sleepy
after meals, was
nervous
always
and tired, had a
bitter taste in my
mouth, was dizzy.

had

floating

Bnpplrn hpfnr,

v

rnv

Mr. F. C. Case.

had
dragging sensation across my loins,
difficulty In collecting my thoughts
and was
shortwith
troubled
ness of breath. Dodds Kidney Pills
have cured me of these complaints.
Dodds Kidney Pills have done their
work and done it well. You are at
liberty to publish this letter for the
benefit of any sufferer who doubts the
merit of Dodds Kidney Pills."
Dodds Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, Dainty Recipes; also music of
National Anthem. All 3 sent. free.

A riot was precipitated in the Mexi- -'
can peace conference at Aguas Callentes, according to dispatches received
at El Paso, Tex., when General Soto
y Gama, a member of the Zapata delegation, made a reference to the Mexican national flag as "an old rag" during a speech before the convention of
generals. For half an hour it seemed
that the meeting would end In a bat- Adv.
tle. Generals drew their revolvers
The only thing some women lay up
and many threatened the Zapatista
for a rainy day is silk hosiery.
delegation of twenty-sigenerals.
-

x

GENERAL.

.

;

When Scot Meets Scot
The lady was the owner of a small
shop, writes the London Telegraph,
and her squire acquired the habit of
seeing her home, and carrying the
cash bag that contained the day's takings. It was generally heavy.
"You must be doln' weel," remarked
the gentleman, frequently
"Oh, ay," the lady would reply, "It's
a guld bit business."
But she did not disclose that besides the moderate drawings, the bag
contained the counter weights. The
canny lover only discovered that fact
after marriage.

Fire which partially destroyed the
Antietam garage in the Shirley building and the Hotel Baldwin,' at Hager-town- ,
Md., caused, an estimated loss

THE GIIAFtr.7
OF MOTHERHOOD

of $400,000.

General Carranza, in a signed statement received at San Antonio, Tex.,
accuses General Villa of having given
an order for the execution of former
President Madero on May 13, 1911.
One hundred thousand inhabitants
of Jerusalem are facing starvation, according to Samuel Edelmah, American vice consul In that city, who
reached New York on the steamer
Aconia.

Shots were fired into a tent colony
of 2,000 negro cotton pickers in the
northern part of Runnels county, Tex.
No one was reported injured. Warn-

Enhanced By Perfect Physical Health.
The experience of Motherhood is a try
lng one to most women and marks distinctly an epoch in their lives. Not one
woman in a hundred is prepared or understands how to properly care for herself. Of courso nearly every woman
nowadays has medical treatment at such
times, but many approach the experience with an organism unfitted for the

trial of strength, and when it is over
her system has received a shock from
which it is hard to recover. Following
ings were posted for the negroes to right upon this comes the nervous strain
.
leave the county.
of caring for the child, and a distinct
by change in the mother results.
arranged
$10,000,000
The loan of
the French government with the NaThere is nothing more charming than
tional City bank and other New York
happy
and healthy mother of children,
a
banking institutions is to be used for
indeed child-birt- h
and
right
under
the purchase of war supplies in this conditions need be no hazard to the
or
health
country. The notes will be retained
thing
unexplainable
is
beauty.
The
by the bankers making the loan.
that, with all the evidence of shattered
Notwithstanding that preliminary nerves and broken health resulting from
figures for New York city's expenses an unprepared condition, and with amnext year include a proposed saving ple time in which to prepare, women
exin administrative
of $2,000,000
will persist in going blindly to the trial
penses, the tentative budget as a
Every woman at this time should rely
whole calls for $204,129,441, an inupon Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
over last year.
crease
Compound, a most valuable tonic and
Mrs. Florence Carman, who was reinvigorator
of the female organism.
leased on $25,000 bail, following the
disagreement of the Jury at her trial
In many homes
for the murder of Mrs. Louise Bailey, once childless there
left her home at Freeport, N. Y., for are now children beher husband's, farm at Raven Rock, cause of the fact
's
N. J. Dr. éarman and her daughter, that Lydia E.
Elizabeth, accompanied her.
Vegetable
The? will of Hugo Reislnger, mer- Compound makes
women normal,
chant and art collector, and
healthy
and strong.
of the late Adolphus Busch, the
proSt. Louis brewer, was filed for
If yon want special advice irrite to
bate in New York. Almost his entire lydia
. Pinkham Medicine Co. (codS
estate, valued at more than $400,000, dential) Lynn,
Mass. lonr letter will
was bequeathed to charitable and pubbe opened, read and answered by a
lic institutions.
woman and held la strict confidence.
.
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Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office

at Clayton,

Clayton, 018503.

N. M.

018504

Sept. 21 1914.
Notice is hereby given that the
State of New Mexico, has applied to
select under the provisions of the Act
of June 20, l!10, and the acts supplementary and amendatory thereto,
the following public lands, to wit:
Serial 018503.
List 130
17
N, R 25E,
Lot 2 Sec. 4; Twp.
SW1-SESec.,33 Twp, 18 N.
Rng, 25E, N.M.P.M.
Sereial (T.8504, List 2771.
of Sec, 1, Twp. 17 N
Lots
Rng. 26 E, N.M.P.M.
The purpose of this notice is to
allow all persons claiming the land
adversely or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
to file objection to such selection with
the local officers for the land district
in which tha land is situated, to wit:
at tht land office aforesaid, and to establish their interests therein, or the
mineral character thereof.
Paz Valverde,
10.3.31,
Register.
To be ;jublished in the Spanish. American published at Roy, N, M.
EÍ-SE- 1,

1;

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton N M,
Oct. 7th1914,
given
that Anita. G.
hereby
Notice is
Casados, formerly, Anita Gallegos
of Gallegos, N M who on
made HE No, 013271 for NJ NEJ
Section 20
and NEJ-SE- J
E,
31
N M P,
Range
17
N,
Twp,
of
intention
filed
notice
Meridian, has
to
establish
to make three year proof,
claim to the land above described, before Elvira G Stanton U S Commissioner at his o'Sce at Mosquero N M, on
the 21st day of Nov. 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Eugenio B Gallegos Abran Casados
JacoboL Casados of Gallegos N M
Albino B Romero of Logan N M
Paz Valverde
Register,
7
SE1-NE-

10-1-

J,

1-14

Notice of Contest.

Notice of Cuntest

Department of he Interior-- ,
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
Oct 2, 1914.
To J, C. Beenblossom oí Thomas
Oklahoma
Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Ollie
Lancaster who gives
Solano, New
e
Mexico, as her
address
12, 1914, file in this
did on Aug.
office his duly córrobrated applica
tion to contest and secure the cancel
lation of your H. E. No.
Serial No. 015889, made May 29, 1913
for E half Section 12, Township 18 N
Range 27 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
and as grounds for her contest she a
leges that said J. C. Beenblossom
has wholly abandoned his H, E. that
he has never established residence up
on nor cultivated any part of said
land but has totally deserted and a- bondoneJ
same.
x ou are, therefore, further notified
that the said aflegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without your fur
ther right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication
or tms notice, as shown below, your
answer, únder oath, specifically meet
ing and re'sponding to these allega
tions of contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this office du proof
that you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered mail. If
this service is made by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the contest
ant in person, prooi or sucn service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the( affidavit of the perso
by whom the delivery was made stating when and where the copy was delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for
the letter.
You should state in your answer
the name of the postoffice to which
you desire future notices to be sent to
you.
Paz Valverde, Register.
Date of 1st publication, Oct. 17, 1914
post-offic-

',

Notice of Contest
Department of the Interior
United States Land office.
Oct. 24 1814
Clayton, New Mexico.
N. M.
Solano
M.
of
Fry
To Andrew
Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Ora
Jáy Bradley who gives Solano N. M.
e
address, did on ths
as his
date file in this office his duly cor
roborated application to contest and
secure the cancellation of yonr H E
, Serial No. 00404
Entry No.
1908,
24
for Si of SEi and
Feb.
made
33 Township 20N.
Section
Si of SW.
M.
Meridian, and as
P.
Range 28E. N.
grounds for his contest he alleges that
d
sartd, Andrew M, Fry has totally
of
period
more
a
for
land
said
than 5 years.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry will
be canceled without further right tobe
heard, either before this office or on
appeal if you fail to file in this' ' office

"
"

it 2

" "

3d

"

4th

"
"

24,

'Nov,

7

31,

Notice of Contest.

r

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton N. M.
October ,14, 1914.
To
Grover
A, Lackey, c532S cf
Oct. 21 1914.
To Edward V. Morgan of Roy, N M Roy, N. M;, Contestee:
You are
'
'
hereby notified that Louise' FluhContestee:
lou are hereby notified that Helen mann, who gives Mills, New Mexico,
e
Fluhmann who gives Mills N. M. as as her
address, did on Oct.
e
6.
1914,
her
file
in this office her duly
address,, did on Oct. 15
1914, file in this office her duly corro corroborated application to contest
borated application to contest and se and secure the cancellation of your
cure the cancellation of your HE Ser Homestead Entry, No.
Serial
ial No. 013086 made April 5, 1911, for No. 0109. 5. made Mar. 25, 1910, for
the NEJ and the NWJ Section 11 theSJ, Sjc. 11, Twp. 22n , Rng26E,
Township 22 N. Range 26E. N. M. P. NMP. Meridian, and as grounds for
she' alleges that said
Meridian, and as grounds for her con her contest
test she alleges that Edward V, Mor- - Grover A. Lackey has whollv failed tn
i
l
i
gan nas
wnoiiy aDanaonea
nls said comply with the law under which he is
H. E. ; that he wholly failed to comply seeking title; thathe has wholly abanwith the law under which he is seeking doned his said H. E.; thathe has fail
title; that he has failed to reside up ed to reside upon, cultivate or im- on, cultivate or improve the same;that prove the same; that the above men
ihe above mentioned defects exist and tioned defects exist and have existed
than Three years last
háve existed for more than thres years for more
past
and
up
to the date hereof.
last past and up to the date hereof
You are, therefore,- further notified
Oct. 2o 1914.
You are, therefore further notified that the said allegations will be taken
that the said allegations will be taken by this office as having been confessed
by this office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will be
by you, and your said entry will be canceled thereunder without your furcancelled thereunder without your ther right to be heard therein, either
further right to be heard therein, either before this office or on appeal, if you
before this office or on appeal, if you fail to file in this office within twenty
fail to file in this office within twenty days after the FOURTH publication of
days after the FOURTH publication of this notice, as shown below your antills notice as shown below, your ans swer, under oath specifically meeting
wer under oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations
an I responding to these allegation of of contest, ox-- if you fail within that
contest, or if you fail within that time time to file in this office due proof that
to file in this office due proof that you you have served a copy of your an
have served a copy of your answer on swer on the said contestant either in
the said contestant either in person or person or by registered mail. Ii this
by registered mail. If this service is service is made by the delivery of a
made by the delivery of a copy of copy of your answer to the contestant
your answer to the contestant in per in person, proof of such service must
son, proof of such service must be no ciuicr mo sam cuniesianvs written
either the said contestant's written acknowledgment of his receipt of the
acknowledgement of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of its receipt,
copy, showing the date of its receipt, or or the affidavit of the person by whom
the affidavit of the person by whom the the deliyery was made stating when
delivery was made stating when and and where the copy was delivered; if
where the copy was delivered; if made made by registered mail, proof of
by registered mail, proof of such srjr such service must consist of the affi- .1
,nnU ui il,.
iiie persun uy wuom me copy
vice must consist of the affidavit of the uuvii
person by whom the copy waa mailed was mailed stating when and the post- to office to which it was mailed, and this
statirar when and the post-offiand
mailed,
this
affidavit affidavit.must be accompanied by the
which it was
must be accompanied by the postmas- postmaster's receipt for the letter.
You should state in your answer
ter's redeipt for the letter.
to which
You should state in your answer the the name of the
you
desire
future
notices
sent to
tobe
you
to
post
office
name of the
whicn
you.
to
you
desire future notices to be sent
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde, Register
v
Register.
Date of first publication Oct. 311914
Date of 1st publication
'
"
" 2d
Nov. 7 "
" 2nd
31 iqia
" .Oct
"
"
14 "
ww. vjl
" " 3d
j
"
"
3rd
Nov.
"
"
21
7,1914.,
" " 4th
. ."
"
4th
14,1914,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Department of the Interior.

post-offic-

post-offic-

1 1

-

1

ce

post-offlc- e

--

1

Oct-24,19-

"

-

'

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Oct.

9 1914.

Notice is hereby given that John B
Russel of Mills NM who on Aug 21, 11'
.

no 013702 for NEj
Twp 20N Rng 26E
See. 3
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year proof
to establish claim to. the land above
described before F. H. Foster, u. S.
commissioner at Roy, N.M
on the 24 day of Nov. 1914.
claimant names as witnesses:
B. C. Jordan
W. A. De Force
;"
Philip
Higgins
John Wilkins
tweiify days after the FOURTH publi
all of Mills N. M.
cation of this notice, as shown below
Paz Valverde,
your answer, under oath, specifically
7
Register.
responding to these allegations of contest, together with due proof that you sire future notices to be sent to you.
have served a copy of your answer on
Paz Valverde, : Register.
in person or
Date
of first publication Oct. 31 1914
the said contestant either
'
V
.
- Nov. 7
"2d
"
by registered mail
" " 3d
You should state in your answer the
"
" 14
e
to which you de- " 4th
"
name of. the
'
made HE Serial

abon-done-

11--

10-1-

.

"

:

Y

21

1

'

1

post-offic-

post-offic-

IC AN.

Oct. 5, 19J4.
Notice is hereby given that. Frank B,
ugh, oí Roy N M who on Sept. 2 '11

J5he Variety

Machine
Works,

made HE No. 013802 for SWi Sec 15
ss. m.
Twp. 20 N.. Kange zi
Meridian, has filed notice of in
tention to make three Year Proof, to
E Anderson Sons, Propr's,
establish claim to the land above
Equipped with Power Machinery
Commissioner
Well
S.
described, before U.
N.
M., on the or all kinds of Shop work
H. Foster, at Roy,
9th day of Dec. mi.
General Blacksmithing,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Engine and Automobile Work,
George Hutchison . Wm Bowman, Wagon and Carriage Work
RwBouIware
B F Emerson

r

a Specialty.

all of Roy,' N. M.

Paz Valverde,
10-3- 1

D

11- - 28 '

Register.

.S. Durrin,

Attorney at Law,
U,

S, Comrrjissioner,

Solano,

New Mex,

Horse Shoeing, Pump and Pipe- -

Fitting.

Band-sa-

and

Planer

Work.
All

Work Guaranteed,

Roy, New

Mex- -
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First photograph Bhowing the Interior of a French Red Cross train In
which wounded soldiers are being hastily conveyed to the nearest hospital.

"WraññSaves Town
'"Boss"

casses of seven horses killed an hour

of Soissons Greatest before by a German shell.
"If the Germans get back Into the
Heroine of War.
city this time," I asked, "are you go

Mme. Jeanne Watteau Macherez, In
Absence of Civil Authority, Meets
Germans and Convinces Them
City Cannot Pay Indemnity.
.

,

EXPERT ADVICE FROM DEPART.
MENT OF, AGRICULTURE.

By WILLIAM PHILIP SIMMS.
(United Press Staff Correspondent.)

Paris. In Soissons, while shells
from opposing French and German
batteries
over the rooftops, whistling singularly like the air
brakes of a train, I got an interview
with Mme. Jeanne Watteau Macherez,
the greatest heroine of the war.
Mme. Macherez is president of the
Dames Francaises, an organization
something like our own Colonial
Dames. It was she who, In the absence of all civil authority in Soissons,
went out to meet the Germans and
outdid them in an attempt to levy a
tribute on the eity. When othefs left
the stricken place on the eve of German occupation she took charge; she
took over the civil business of the
city; she ran the hospitals; she superintended the city's sanitation, the
city's safety, the city's street cleaning and everything.
The circumstances of my interview
with her were of the strangest A
military aviator whom we had seen
flying over the city before, dodging
behind patches of clouds at an altitude of some 4,000 feet to éscape a
rain of shells hurled by German batteries planted In rock quarries north
of the city, had reported a. large force
of Germans marching against Soissons at a distance of. not more than a
mile. The French had gone to meet
them. As we talked the rapid-fir- e
guns were making a noise something
like a threshing machine in the distance, find an intermittent cáckle of
rifles could be heard less than a mile
""

criss-crosse- d

.

--

off.

We stood In the street in front of
the city hall. Fifty feet away, in, a
tiny public park which had but. recently smiled With bright flowers, half
a dozen men were burying the car

lng to stay?"
"I shall be all the more needed If
they come back," Mme. Macherez re
'
plied simply.
"When they came the first time how
did they behave?"
"They wanted an Indemnity from
us, but I induced their commander to
accompany me about the city to Trove
to him that he was asking too much.
I convinced him that we could give no
more than we had"
This was Mme. Macherez's modest
way of putting it. Before seeing her
I had been told how by infinite tact
she had resisted the demand for tons
of foodstuffs, tobacco and great quantities of wines, and had finally secured
better terms from the Germans. She
had bargained like a veteran, tenaciously ánd at great, length, and
when at last the Germans were driven back they held her in profound respect.
In all I talked with the womaa
"boss" of Soissons some fifteen minutes. They tell me that this was the
longest time she had stood in one spot
since the shelling of Soissons had begun. At that she was constantly giving orders and directions, stopping
strangers and otherwise carrying on
her duties just as though the street
were her office.
, r "And who's going to win?" Í asked
as she started away.
"We are, of course," she said with
conviction. "The hearts of the women of France are In the fight no less
than are the hearts of the men.' Then,
too, we have the English with us here
in 'France and the Russians on. the
other side of Berlin."
"And what are you getting out of
all this1?" I almost shouted, for a shell
was making its noisy flight overhead.
"Just what every true French woman is getting," she smiled. "A heart
full of satisfaction."
"

--

,

Allow Food to Belgians,
Berlin. The German government
--

Teuton Writes That Victories Over
Allies Have Stimulated Business- Capital of Empire Resumes Almost Normal Life.

Fat May Be Substituted for ButterIntroducing Variety Into
the Confections.
' There

are, generally speaking, only

two kinds of cake made by the American housewife; namely sponge cakes
Chicago. Claims of victories over and butter cakes. The former never
the allies have greatly stimulated have butter In them and are frequentbusiness in Germany, according to a ly raised entirely by means of eggs.
letter received by Jacob A. Rosenfleld, The eggs usually provide the only
a manufacturer, from his cousin, B. C. moisture used, but when eggs are exFrank, who is In Constance, Germany. pensive, economy sometimes demands
"Business is picking up," saya Mr. that water be added and baking powFrank. "We do about half the usual der
In the latter kind, butter
amount and manage to keep afloat is used.
used on account of Us
generally
We still eat three meals a day. There
on dough Is to make
flavor.
effect
Its
are some branches of industry, espeit tender and brittle Instead of tough

ti

El-

OF DEAD

Germany Ready to Sacrifice Best
for FStherland.
Caces Where Rendered Beef or Veal

' ' fu
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AS TO MAKING CAKES

cially those catering to foreign trade,
that do suffer, but. the government
takes care of the unemployed and of
the women and children whose providers are in the field. The crops help
us wonderfully.
"Germany is the only country involved In the war which is getting
along without a moratorium. We pay
as much as we can, and bo do our customers. ' Today it Is considered in the
business world a patriotic duty to ful'
fill a financial obligation.
"One wonderful thing I have noticed the perfect disappearance of
different classes. I speak of those
left behind who were kept apart all
their lives through political opinion,
religion, fortune or other things. Today you find neither poor nor rich,
neither employer or employed, neither
Jew nor Gentile; they are all united,
welded together, to do what they can
to save their vaterland.
"And now about our dead. The
best and the noblest ones have al
ready fallen; even in our little town
scores of them in the prime of life.
If you pick up newspapers all over
the land your eye sees announcements
like this:
"'On the 15th of this month fell
on the field of honor my only son,
t

(Name.)

(Signed.)
"No more, no less.
"Condolences are out of order, and
there is no desperate mourning.. The
nation is ready to. sacrifice the best
they have to defend their home
against a barbarian enemy. Germany
today does not count its dead." "
A correspondent of ' the Chicago
Daily .NewB, writing from Berlin says:
"Life in Berlin is growing more
nearly normal every day. It is be
ginning to be realized by those who
were confident of a quick and crushing defeat of the allies that the fighting must progress by inches against
foe. This has long
a
been realized by the army, but people
far from the front and as yet not
faced by the frightful cost of war had
to see the city filled with the pitiably
wounded and had to wait for weeks
without inspiring news before realizing the bitterness of the conflict.
"Though' the enthusiasm may be
less noisy, there is no lack of confidence in the final victory. General
von Hindenburg remains the hero of
the hour and It frequently is said that
the conqueror of the Russians will be
made a prince after the war.
"The socialist neVspaper,
recently published the strik
ing statement that after taking a cen
sus of socialist trade unions at the
fron it was found that up to Sep-- .
tember 7 the number was 590,000."
.

hard-necke- d

Vor-waert-

s,

:

Razors for the Army. London. Sheffield, Eng., factories
will be hard put to It to execute the
war office order for 500,000 razors. It
is the largest single order on record,
and the cutlery works are already--

has informed the American embassy
that it has no objection to the import- working overtime to keep up with the
ation of provisions for Belgian civil- enormous Influx of orders from other
"
sources. ians.
.

and elastic.
Sponge cakes are mixed differently
from butter cakes and should be
baked in a cooler oven .and about
times as long.
one and
The tests and rules for baking are
the same for sponge cakes and butter
cakes.
Gingerbread and other highly spiced
cakes may be classed 'as "butter cakes," but for economy's sake
pure rendered beef or veal fat may
be substituted for butter as the flavor
of the fat will not be so evident as in
other kinds of cake.
A cooky also comes under the
class of "butter cakes," any butter-cak- e
recipe being applicable to cookies
the
f
to
If pnly
"amount of milk called for Is used.
The dough should be rolled out on a
floured board. Cookies should bake
In a slow oven for 8 to 10 minutes.
Much variety can be made in cakes
by introducing fruits, nutB, spices or
different flavoring extracts into the
dough, or by using onjy the whites of
eggs for white cakes, or a larger number of yolks than whites for yellow
cakes. Brown sugar may be used for
dark fruit cake.
Pastry flour will make, lighter and
more tender cake than standard flour.
If standard flour Is used take two
tablespoonfuls less for each cupful
measurea. xn making cane omy uuo
granulated or powdered 'sugar should
be used as a rule.
In preparing the pans for cake they
should be greased well with butter or
lard or lined with paraffin paper.
Bright, new pans will not need to be
buttered for sponge cakes and If left
unbuttered a more delicate crust 1b
formed.
If a wood or coal fire Is used there
should be a small or moderate-sizeAre, but one that will last without
much addition through the baking.
Regulate the oven long enough before the cake is to go In to have the
dampers adjusted as they are to remain throughout the baking. If this
is not done the dampers must be
changed to regulate the heat during
the baking, and the cake will not be
so well baked. Most cakes can be at
once removed from' the pan when
baked, but very rich cakes and dark
fruit cake will be liable to break un
less allowed to stand about five minutes.
one-fourt-

one-thir- d

h

one-hal-

d

Spicy Chill Sauce.
To make chili sauce cut 24 tomatoes
up in small pieces and cook as for the
table. Run twelve green peppers and

eight onions through the meat chop
per. Rub the tomatoes through a
sieve or colander and have the peppers and onions ready to add to the
two tablespoonfuls
tomatoes,
each of ground cinnamon, ground
cloves and allspice, four tablespoon
fuls of brown sugar, four tablespoonfuls of salt and three quarts of cider
vinegar. Mix all together and boll for
three hours, Put, wheii hot, in sterilised jars or bottles and keep la &
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Notice for Publication
J. J. Cox is suffering from the
effects of a fall down the cellar Department of the Interior,
stairs at the Goodman Mercan
U. 8. Land Office. Clayton, N.M.
tile Co's. store Saturday.
Oct. 28, 1914,
He was at the stoie early and Notice is hereby given "that
Richard W
the light was bad in the back Boulwareof Roy N M. who on May
room. He stepped off the floor 10th, 1910 Oct. 28 1907 made HE. Serial
Attorney McDonald of Clayton into the opening fallirg several No. 072 Additional 011302 -- for,
aDd Special Land Agt. Gillett feet and fracturing three ribs. NWi of Section 14 and the NEi of
and Barker were here last week He was taken home and bandad-e- Sec. 14 Twp 20 N Eg 2.7 E N.M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intenin Desert-claiContest cases in
up and is getting along all tion to make Five Year F roof, to
which the Chief of the field Divis right but it will be some time be establish claim to the land
above
ion is contesting claims held by fore he will be able to work on described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Mrs, Andrew Knell, Mr Rucker the new house he is building. Commissioner
his office, Roy, N.M
on
14th
the
day
of
DecN 1914.
and Mr. Morton, of Raton on the His two daughters, the Misses
Tequezquite.
Claimant names as witnesses
It seems these Rhyne, are helping care for him.
,
claims are under the proposed
RW Mitchell
A S Hoskins
CO Hoskins
J W Johnson
ditch or the Company and are
Strayed: One black and white
all óf Roy N. M.
very desirable. T. E. Mitchell
spotted sow weight about 175 lbs
7
5
Paz Valverde,
is here with them.
Strayed from my Chicosa ranch
Register,
The hearing was before U. S.
6 miles northeast of Roy.
Commissioner W.H. Willcox.
Advise metif you know of her.
Notice For Publication
F. A. Roy
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Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

'

.

Oct.

28 1914,

Notice ia hereby eriven that

Aragón of Sabinoío N.
made

09

SE1-SW-

M.

HE No.

SWJSec.
Kange

'Lo

13,

E.,

Township-1North
N. M. P. Meridian, has

filed notice of intention to make

year

HE

Five

Proof, to establish claim to

land above described, before D. S.
Durrin,U. S Commissioner, at Solano
N, M. on the 8th day of Dec 1914,
Claimant names as . witnesses;
Juan Jose Ramora Eduardo Jaramillo
Ed R Noyeí Jos de la Cruz Martinez
All Oí Sabinoio N. M.
Paz Valverde,
11-- 7
12-- 5
Register.
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
Department of thé Interior, U.S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
U.
Oct, 28, 1914.
S.
Office
Land
at
Clayton,
M.
N.
I want to buy a relinquishment
'
Notice
is
hereby
ifiven
that Frank
October
1914.
28.
on a good claim. Also want to Notice is hereby given
Wahrhausen
Mills
of
M.
N.
who on 9
that Rita M.
buy a few head of horses.
08
mado
HE
No
06530
for
Pacheco of Albert N. M. who on
8, and Wi-SInquire of
Sec 9;
Nov. 6 Ml made HE No. 013902
Twp. 21 N Rngr. 26E N.M. P.
No. 013574, for the WJ-NFrank J. Lukasek, Roy, R 1.
WJ-SNEi-NVandSWi-N- l Meridian, has filed notice of intention
make final
five year Proof
Section 15, Township 21N. to
to
establish
claim
to the land above
Have you noticed an unusual Ranee 28 E. NM P Meridian has
described,
before
U. S. Com
filed
notice
of
to
intention
make
Final
cirnumber of $1 and $2 bills in
F. H. Foster,
at his
year proof, to establish claim to missioner
three
culation lately?
office at Roy, N. M., on the 14th day
the land above described before
P. H, Foster,, U. S. Commissioner at of Dec 1914.
Roy, New Mexico, on th 8th day
Claimant names as witnesses:
Heiffers for Sale
Clark R Rush
of Dec. 1914.
Sam Fessler
E
Larue
Jess
C.
E Deaton
Claimant
names
as
witnesses
two
and
I have a bunch of nice
all
f
M
Mills
N
three year old heifers for sale. Abariico Lucero Gerónimo Ornelas
Paz Valverde,
Any one interested call on or Encarnación Lucero Franciso Sando H-- T 12-- 5
Register.
Otis Bixford bal.
address
All of Albert N. M..
Box 792 Tucumcari N. M. Paz Valverde,
.

.

The ladies of ' the Catholic
Church are rejoicing over' the
success of the "Grand Ball"
Hallow E'en at the Hall for the
benefit of the Church It was
one of the largest crowds seen in
Roy for a long time and total receipts were $49.00. After paying expenses they had the neat
sum of $34.75 to start the Improvement fund.
Everybody turned out to the
dance and enjoyed it though the
floor was crowded.
Coffee,
Pumpkin pie and doughnuts
were served and proved a popular form of refreshment. The
next dance will be Thanksgiving
night when we hope they will
repeat the succesiTof this one.
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Come to the

FAR MEW
üb

NO
FOR YOUR

4

pd

: aviso
3 lleguas fierro W en la pierna
y en la espaldia derecha.
The Gallup Independent is one
1 fierro
en el lado derecho.
of the Recent Victims of the fact
3 vestias prietas fierro"
that the Republican party is a 1 Cabollo de
2 años fierro B..
poor loser and resorts to the dis
1 llegua azul y 8 potrillos
gu sting application of tne "Libel
1 Caballo Colorado de dos anos
law" for revenge
no tiene fierro. Se pagaron diez
The Republican candidates for pesos
de Recompensa a la perthe Legislature in McKinley Co. sona que de
una información
take exceptions to a suggestion cierta' de dichos
animales.
by said paper to the effect that
Jess Malauff
they should pay the board bilí at
; De Haven, N.M,
a restaurant incurred previously
before running up a simular bill
STRAYED OK STOLEN:
3
again, or words to that effect.
mares branded W
on right leg.
State Senator Juan Navarro
lmare branded ."'right side.
and Member of the County Board
3 black mares branded"
F. M. Huges were in town Mon
1 blue mare
day. Their appearance was the
8 colts
occasion for many knowing winks
1 bay horse two years old
all
nods and smiles of understanding
by those who knew their mission unbranded
$10.00 reward for their return
also those who only understood
to Sess Malauff,
the object of their visit.
De Haven, New Mexico.

11-- 7

12--

5

Register.

three-year-ol-

Groceries, Hardware and Harness
Also Harness and Shoes Repaired

We Pay Highest Market Price
For Produce '
Meat-Mark- et

d

.

ana eaKerv

H.S. Murdoch

Fresh and Cured Meats,
Fresh Bread, every day
'
m

m

m

TI

Wood

.&Ki
Telephone 123

.Dentist
Annnnnr
-

irk

hí fvio.

Will be in Roy Nov. 7 to 12. '14.
Off ice at Southwestern Hotel.
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THE

ELEVEN POWERS

PROSPECTS

MORE

GREECE,

AND

RUMANIA

OF

N.

ALL POWERS

NOW AT WAR
WITH

SPANISH-AMERICA-

THREE

BULGARIA

ARE BLAMED
DR. DAVID STARR JORDAN CALLS

EUROPEAN

WAR WORST
OF BLUNDERS.

BEING

DRAWN IN.

MONEY WASTED IN WAR
TURKS GROSS FRONTIER
STUBBORN

FIGHTING

RAGES

IN

FRANCE, BUT NEITHER SIDE IS
ACCREDITED WITH RECENT

DECLARES HUMANITY IN AGESTO
COME WILL SUFFER BY
COSTLY MISTAKE.'

DECISIVE ADVANCE.
Western Newspaper Union News Servlca.
Jjondcn, Nov. 2. Turkey has defi-

nitely thrown in her lot with Austria
and Germany and if Portugal is
counted, there now are eleven powers
at war, with prospects of three more
Greece, Bulgaria and Rumania being drawn in.
The note which Great Britain presented to Turkey Friday, demanding
an explanation of the actions of the
Turkish fleet in the Black sea and dismantling of the former German cruisers, the Goeben and the Breslau, was
really an ultimatum to which Turkey
was required to make a reply by Saturday evening.
So far as is known here, telegraphic
communications with Turkey being interrupted, no answer was made, and
the ambassadors at the Ottoman capital of the triple entente, it is understood, demanded and received their
passports.
Turkish troops, which had been on
the Egyptian border for some time, 1
ready have crossed the frontier, while
the Turkish fleet continues to menace
Russian towns and shipping in the
Black sea.
Neither Russia nor Great Britain
was unprepared for this move by Turkey, which, government officials say,
was known to have been under the influence of Germany, and the allied
powers have forces on hand ready to
oppose a Turkish invasion.
When the regular forces were withdrawn from Egypt to take part in the
war in Europe, they were immediately
replaced by troops from home, much
greater in numbers, at least, and only
last week they paraded through the
streets of Cairo, making a splendid impression.
The problem, both for England and
Russia, however, Is the attitude of
their moslem subjects, who under ordinary circumstances would prefer not
to fight against Turkey. In this war,
however, they have rallied to their
flag, as have all other races under
British or Russian rule, and care is
being taken to explain to them that in
this case Turkey, under the direction
of Germany, has been the aggressor.
Bulgaria, owing her existence to Russia, and being under many obligations
to Great Britain, besides being desirous of securing Thrace as far east as
line, which she was
the
awarded by the London conference
after the first Balkan war, but which
Turkey retook when Bulgaria was attacked by Greece and Servia, would
naturally Side with The entente powers, but objects, political observers
point out, to fighting side by side with
Greece and Servia.
Russia, however, Is expected to ask
Bulgaria definitely on which side she
Is ranged as her mere neutrality, under the circumstances, appears insufficient. Should she join the Austrians
and Germans, Rumania is almost certain to declare for the allies, and
Greece even before this may decide to
take her revenge on Turkey. In fact
it is believed that her treaty with Servia would compel her to take action
should the latter be attacked by Bulgaria or Turkey.
a--

Enos-Midi-

a

Denver. Dr. David Starr Jordan,
Chancellor of Leland Stanford University and among the leading peace
advocates in the world, speaking from
the pulpit of the Central Presbyterian
church, dragged war from its pedestal,
examined it from all sides, and found
not a good word to say about it.
Dr. Jordan came to Denver on his
way to Princeton University. He
stopped here under the auspices of
the Colorado State Board of Peace
Commissioners. His single address
was open to the public 'and the large
auditorium of the church was crowded to the doors with an enthusiastic
audience.
Wardner L, Williams, president of
the Board of Peace Commissioners,
was in charge of the program. He Introduced first Dr. C. H. Mead of the
Trinity Methodist church, who opened
the meeting with prayer, following the
singing, of "My Country, Tis of Thee"
by the audience.
The Rev. John MacNeill, pastor of
the Central Presbyterian church,
prayed next for peace and was followed by Dr. James H. Baker, president emeritus of the University of
Colorado, who outlined the world
peace movement and introduced Dr.
Jordan.
In his address the eminent speaker
stripped the glamor from war and
showed the gilded fallacies on which
it has been fostered through the ages.
He spoke in terse epigrammatic style,
touching most emphatically on the
phases of the question most discussed
today. ,
"The grimmest and costliest failure
of all times," he said, summing up the
main idea of his address, "is that you
are going to get peace by preparing
for war.
s
are fatally
"The
wrong, for they have brought upon
us the worst possible calamity in the
history of the world. The race for
armaments and the false notion ev;
erywhere that the good of the Fatherland demands the sacrifice are respon-ibl-e
for this war.
"No nation is responsible. No
people of any nation wanted this war.
There is no individual responsible, for
there was no one powerful or monstrous enough to bring It about unless all had been prepared for war.
"The blame may not be equally
distributed, but that is of no conse
quence. Every man who believes in
armament bears a share of the responsibility. People may be honest in
believing this, but honesty does not
excuse wrong belief.
'Every army contains men who
know nothing but war, 'saber rattlers,'
we call them. They threaten and
threaten hostilities, until finally they
get. them."
world-politic-

Villa "is Massing Army at Torreón.
El Paso, Tex. General Villa has or-

dered all his forces, variously estimated at 35,000, to proceed at once to
Torreón and there assemble guns,' ammunition, trains and locomotives, preparatory to going to Mexico City, to
see the form of government agreed on
at Aguas Calientes properly installed.

The cook is happy, the
other members of the family

are happy appetites sharpen, things
brighten up generally. And Calumet
Baking Powder is responsible for it all.

For Calumet never fails. Its
wonderful leavening qualities insure
perfectly shortened, faultlessly raised
bakings.

Cannot

be' compared

with

other baking powders, which promise
without performing.

Even a beginner in cooking
gets delightful results with this never-failiCalumet Baking Powder. Your
grocer knows. Ask him.
ng

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World' Pur Food Exposition, Chicago, CL
Paria Exposition, Franc, March, 1912.

fh'lTmmoradaa'lcstar

money whtn yoa bay caeap or bif-emore wkoUwaw fires beat

Domical

Mean Suggestion.
"Minna has such a dazzling smile."
"Oh, that's the gold filling in her

teeth."
TOTJR OWN DRUGGIST WHX TEIX TOfl
Fry Murioe Kye Kemedy for Kea, Weak, Watery
Byes and Granulated Eyelids; No Smarting
lust Bye Comfort. Write for Book of the Ky
by mall Free. Murine
ye Remedy Co.. Chicago.

Fools often rush in where angete
fear to use their wings.
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
grocer. Adv.

It's difficult for some people to think
sensible thoughts.

bakiat powder.

result.

Ca'amat

Don't b

L. DOUGLAS

HEN'S 4 WOMEN'S
SHOES

I

$2.50, $3. $3.50
$3.75, $4, $4.50 f
A
and $5.00
B0VS' SHOES

$225, $2.50

$k

Llu Í
iJ;

w. f

"J7A

J hi.

J

A

$3.00

MA
ML
Yfí

LJ--

U
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Bay Calamat.
milk and teda,

$e.oo IN GOLD FREE
Send us the name of any responsible party
who is Interested in the purchase of a piano or
player piano and in the event we sell them an
instrument between now and January 1st, we
will send you $5 in gold free.
Be sure and give us correct name and address and tell us party's occupation and how
v
.
long he has lived in your community.
Our big 1914 Piano, Player Piano and Vio-trocatalogs and full details of our
will be mailed free on application.
Please state which instrument you are Interested in. Write at once. Address
"Easy-Pay-Pla-

THE

la
n"

MUSIC COMPANY

KNIGHT-CAMPBE-

"West's Largest and

.

misled.

it far laperior to Mar

ESTABLISHED 1874

Oldest Music House"
DENVER,

COLORADO

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purpose sit has no equal. 16 ox.
package 10c. 3 more starch for same money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha. Nebraska

'

j

"I

Hot'

ISt

f'i
HAVE YOU ANY?

Beware
Substitutes

WRITE US.
4

YOU CAN SAVE MONET BY
WEAEBÍG W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.
Fot 31 year W. L. Dousrlas has guaranteed th
Value by having1 tais name and the retail price
stamped on the sole before the ahoea leave the factory. This protects the wearer against high price
for inferior shoes of other makes. W.L. Douglas
shoes are always worth what you pay for them. If
yon could see how carefully w. h. Douglas shoes are
made, and the high grade leathers used, yon would then
understand why they look better, fit better, hold their

shape and wear longer than other makes for the price.
If the W. U Donglas shoes are not for sale In your
Tloinity, order direot from factory. Shoes sent every,
where. Postage free in the V. S. Write for Illus11 ta log showing how to order by mail.
trated
W. . J J?QUGW.S,H0 Spark Su, Brockton. lUit.

Coyne Brothers
118

W. SOUTH WATER STR.. CHICAGO

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

A toilet preparation of

merit

fielps to eradicate dandruff.
For Restoring Color anil

Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
600. and gl.oo at Druggists.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

45-19- 14.

'
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Edited and Published .by&
of the FLoy Public Schools.
Nov, 7 14
Juian Gajt-cientered the Seventh
Grade Wednesday. We extend a hearty
welcom to all the new ones.
Mannel Archuleta has been adaent
"
from school dúties
for a few dayg.
,
The Domestic Art class will make
cup towels Friday evening.
Raymond Pendleton was absent from
the fifth grade Monday. He is helping
Chm.
with the farm work out on his father's
Sec.

ÉCORt). '
PUBLISHED EVERY WEEK BY
THE MANUAL TRANING CLASS,
SYLVAN FLOERSHEIM EDITOÉ.
;
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NEEDS OF INDUSTRIAL

I mention these things simply that
hat' you may recall that man ig and

.

EDUCATION.
C. L.. ELLIS?--

,

r

here lies the cause of the
right
greatest need fcr industrial training

By,
Manual Training Director of ;Rator in the 'pubkV schools.. The average
High Schools. home of y
has not the dicip'.ine
In the past few years industrial thsit will arivethe needed efficiency. The
branches have been working their elements of education which Cannot be
way into our schools all the way from given in the.hpme must be furnished by
the primary department to the. Univer- the school.. A very small percentof our
sity, and the; schools ha, ve been, re- school children ever finish a university
arranging and adjusting themselves to course. If the masses must live by do
the new conditions." These subjects ing, the masses must be taught to do.
to-da-

.

.

Prin.
have been working a reform in the
The call of the buistiess world for
.A Lecture Course
Mrs. C.L. Russell 7th and 8th Grade.
whole school system, and .like, all re-- ,
that
to
announce
pleased
men
We
and women who can do things be
are
,
Miss Shirley Nuttter 5th and' 6th.
forms Whether they be in individuals
a
give
"to
comes almost a din and it is the- pur
4th. Rev.J.S.Russel has agreed
Miss Grace Collins 3rd .sand
schools or .in governments, it comes
in
'
"
the
pose of Industrial.education to prepare
series of lecture to the .pupils of
Miss Blanche Kitchell; :;
y
in answer to a need.
Roy
boys and girls to auswer this call.'
our
School.
1st Primal and 2nd Grade".
This age is the one, of greatest pro
Germany,
be
will
i The object of all public education
on
is
These
lectures
Primary
Miss Buel ah Wright
duction that the history of the world
Our nation, takgood
citizens.
to
make
France, England, Austria, Russia, in
'known. This means that by far the
The followiog is a report of the en. fact on all the great powers including has
ing the lead in industry manufacturing
of our young people enter
part
:
largér
rooms
different
the
rollment from
and business of all kinds, demands
Mexico and our Country." We are very
persuits. The public schools
r 12. glad to have these'léctures given in industrial
citizens1, . citizens educated
9th and 10th grade
people support practical
23. school, it will give us advantages, aré institutions of the
7th and 8th grade
body as.wellas mind and it is the
in.
ed by the people ,and they must be
20. that very few schools possess.
5th and 6th 'grade
purpose, of the industrial branches to
'
to serve the people in ine mosi
made
28.
4th
grade.
when
and
a
3rd
so modify the school system to supply
timé
'We are -- livinsr at
manner possible. To do this
"
efficient
'36Í
and
'
2nd
1st Primary
this need.
history is being written daily, and hav
students
to
fit
is
their
duty
first
their
21.
Primary
.
ing this opportunity to" listen tc- an
for industrial. success in some line of Let us conclude then that the need
"
146.
;
Total
exhaustive review of these various production.
of industrial education which untf
,
countries' we can store a fund of in
years wás' fulfilled in the. home
Tracing the history of mankind from
Tennis and basket ball ""are in formation that will'de of vast benifit the earliest times we find that the racé is urgent, and springs from the fact
'
"
v
,
full swincr now.
....
to us.
i...
distinct that the nature of the demands this
number
large
a
thru
passed
has
The weather is ideal tói School '"We hope that the patrofrá ofjRíestate when training in, practical activities, that
First the
VWI
I
" nrlmitivé
and every one should be taking; advan District will tak9 advantu'of tftge IVUg
world demands' it, and
man lived directly upon the fruits of the business
tage of it and be in scnooi.
lectures and be present throughout nature, livinsr in caves and holow since under"-thchanered conditiens
the" course.
supplies it, it falls.
longer
no
théáomé
escape
trees,' ever 'on the alert to
Louis Gonzales was absent from the
uponi-thto
do so.
'
schools
sixth zrade Tharsbay and Frid ay on The class in Physical Geography is stronger animals and to ettact weakMats is said to have three inalienable
account cf the sickness bf liis mother studving Moisture iix the Atmosphere er ones. His very weakness and lack
of natural protection necessitated the rights 'to which we industrial teachers
this week.
Hilario Gomez entered the 6th grade
reason with which he add a fourth: Life, liberty, happiness,
Thevdid not allow us to voteyester- - exercise of the
Monday.
discovery and a 'job ' We can only insure our
Theresult,the
endowed.
was
Lday,' tut said we mild make all the
tool boy of a job by developing in him th
simple
of
sixth
invention
and
the
the
entered
fire
of
"
Apodaca
"
Petrita
noise we pleased.
r
us
:
weapons.
and
creative and industrial. instincts which
;
grade Wednesday. .She comes.to
There is now a good prospect that
.
witd a good report from the' Nara
aré his by nature..
stage
Then followed the agricultural
in Our
rua mill
, tfWirhfir
j
vw
n tit VinVo
J
uuiv a rmveiv!
Visa Public Schools and we exbect her
of metal, the stage, of trade, The object of .ail public educatioh is
schools. We ar vefy.anxidus to have the átrei
to do good work. ,
xoe
eripq. to'make good cítizéns.
,,' music as this willround.,out our coursé, travel- and transpwtation;
anananai-craíTsystesystem
Sixth
The children of the Fifth and
making our sohobl the, equal, ó f, fúy of towns, the fuedal
the'".; cry of these massas that
begining of modern times;' It is
grades enjoyed- their day' I Vacation in the state. ;.
are trying to answer by, the.
living in the penoa oi educators
Tuesday and returned tcschooi weo
how
aré
vé
Wé had no school Tuesday, as our KTt,mnal economy, the age of machinery instalment of the industrial branches.
nesday with renewed enthusiasm for
it is the purpose of Industrial Educ- school house "was used for a voting and
the. factory, sometimes callea the
their school work.
atiou to surround our young people
place.'.
industrial age.
with realities of life; to fit them-fo- r
Gladys Gibb was absent from school
Congressman Hon. Harvey B
Our
any
'
In studying the individuals of
Wedneaday. '..
their enovionment: to teach them to
Feguson, presented the school with a
in
its
that
fact
eminent
it
is
all their knowledge to- practical tarms;
Miss May GoughVour music
fine large map oi the u.b. we coum species
individ
de'velcpement
each
to educate the heada ndat the same
ouranpreciat- - course of
beg an her work Thursday
Mr Férgúsofr
not show
.
stage
thru
.
...
the
it
ual p&$$es through all
time to 4o the will of. the mind; to train
We will announce the date of Rev ion of the grift, Tuesdays tne pons
.
r.
um
me
to appreciat their advantageá- opeuica
msiu.
them
him through the WllCn
so we will thank
Russel's Lectures next week.
'in
.
child
every
cnj'diiígly
believed
that
-- '
-.
: t ;
Dorthv Gibbs was still unable to Record.
is.jdevelopement passes .through all
Rayinond Pendleton Was ' absent,
h in school Monday, she visitéd us
thte stages, thatjhe race, has passed
Real' Secfet of Life..
- Friday
venir.g from school Wednesday.
mindtesfew
a
for
very u;ih$ a
;of life Is not to do what
ms
through,
secret
f
The
where is the leform
Teacher-Harol- d
however Dorothy is versórry to
instilled into him by his pre one7likes, bu to try' to like that which "
instincts
have missed tíer monthly examination school.
vios race ljfe. He Is the product o one has to do; and one dóés it in time.
'
nnd we think it takes the persuasion Haroldrln Mr Russets' room.
evolution through countless gener
.
' 1 4 Al I
a
'
of her parents and rnost ever? one else
graae
anu
yth
J.utn
." The clock in the
ations.fi. ,
Metal Discovered.
'Ljrnnieus
:
school
r.naA tn Wnr. her .,óht W
,
fixed, and is going fine
and
the peasants of
generations
,
wuwiiivu
assisted
room
For
evolution
"Education is
í.ntill she'is able ta
'
down .a legend
handed
'now"
have
mind
Jormvall
power
in
grows,
since the child
t
may
general routine bf Schools wpr
be seen a
night there
spirit by doing, ns education
and
among
th
metal
faintly
luminous
Leo Tyler wás absent' frorft school
,s
should teach him to do.
of
from
mines
the
brought
the
rocks
Monday.
... .,. ..'
training county. A British scientist has prJyed
his.arly
all
Thfi&hildeains
We are1 convlnce.d.tba't alarge
-Hard work is now the ord'er of the percentage of those who react tne Rec "hr nhntinuOUS activity. He can only that this story is by no means based
in ter-ttol nis- ipernc on- imagination. A specimen 'of the
day.
ord will not correctly appreciate the understand statement might oe Droaa- - trithetal autunite, which Is amo founa
n faotthia
The 10th grade algebra gv begun amount of lafcor it requires.
In Waies, was sent to him from Portu- o enclude ua all.- The. advanced
eiied
in fractions.
Thft tvne mus.t be setup each week
gal because of its shining character.
to understand or reniem-be- ?
He finds that it closely resembles ar.
We like to see our town quiet and and this keeps two' experienced asd two student fails
chemistry until hírhás workedi tificlally prepared salts of uranium,
his
from
feupil
unexperienced,
athecase.
ordely, it'i's a" necessary part of being
jtout in the laboratory. We hear.seea. ind that its luminosity ia due to spon
r
weanesaay.
to
'
Mondav
a school town.
against an aciy ana
The light it
taneous
The paper mustvbé in'.thé form by man warned
of nitrate
ana
gheds
stronger
that
go
than
is
aheaa
heedlessly
The Fifth and Sixth Grades finished Wednesday ni'ght, yci or,der that we may him
remane
Upon
its wa
parting
with
Uranium.
it
evening. at 3. haíve nroof s for' correction' in our. Eng which it is passed up with the
their examination Frb lay!'
lose
metal
the
crystallization.
,)f
man
ter
the seven-tr- r lish class, Thursday. 'After correction 'Experience's, a teacher." ine
o'clock and was dismissed for
Its luminosity..
Tfirorvnne was .elad of .an hour's is made in class, pupils, must be sent or woman guo
day's to the printing office to correct the type fresh from college with a feeling that
'
vacation after such a strénous
The Balance.
subjects well and just
pub- - they knóV their
for.
no felicity upon earth
in the i
is
work.
a
later There
'
: I
.
t
j
veacu KuciiJ. - foiv vfiara
to
how
ana
type
tne
Thursday
not its counterpoise of
nigni,
which
carries
Mm.
lication
i
f
i..
,a will describethe matter in the same misfortunes.- - Jeremy Taylor.
'
case,
Wen.
into
the
lor.rri
throw
to
he?
ready
-is
1
. '
meanin
What kind of man is
different
a
with
manual training class words but
day's work-ihe's cute socially ana wonuwiu

J. E. Russell
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IN THE NEW TAFFETAS
THEY WILL BE LARGELY USED
FOR FALL COSTUMES.

GOOD

ADVICE

FOR

I

MATRON

Style Tips Woman of Middle Age
&nouia Remember If She Would
Look Her. Best.

Don't think that, Just because you
nave grownup daughters, it is your
Street and Afternoon Frocks In All the duty to always wear u frumpy black
dress. Your daughters and everyone
Fashionable Shades Already Are
eise will like you much better if you
Seen Model Designed for
take pains to make yourself look;
Royal Blue. V

I

:

TRUE VALUE OF WOOD LOT NOT REALIZED

fit

--

.

y

f

1

r,

v

-

'

t

: .
r. 9

f

;
nice.
"It
you
have too much color.'al some
Because the manufacturera have
matrona
have, never Vear either black
nade for ua a beautifully heaw and
or
white
close to your face. Cream or
lustroua taffeta . we are allowed to
or 'mole, will suit you
have It for a fall dresa fabric, aa string-colowell aa a summer one. and aa it lends much better, for they help to take
itself so readily to the designa and down the color.
you are colorless and sallow,
styles or the season needless to say
.

4

,

-

1t

If

,

W

w

never wear a dull dress and hat with
out a touch of brightness somewhere.
A red rose under the brim of your
hat, a scarlet sunshade, or a little
bow or piping on your
dresa will do wonders for you.
Don't wear a sport shirt with a
turn-ove- r
collar and sailor-kno- t
tie.
These things are very nice for girls,
but they don't suit you. If you want
a shirt, have one that hooks down the
Wood Lot Composed Mostly of Young White Oak In Excellent Condition-Th- ere
back and is finished by- - a neckband
Is Thrifty Growth and Plenty of Young Trees Starting to Renew
"
and a little muslin stock.
the Stand.
Don't, wear a hair net if you can
possibly manage to keep, tidy without (Prepared by the United States Depart-..- - can be put on the farm will greatly in7
ment of Agriculture.)
it. They are dreadfully unbecoming
crease the value of the remaining
'
things, which add years to a woman's ' Most farmers already own wood stand.
age.
lots; every farmer ought' to own one.
Equally important with the raising
.
Yet the wood lot la frequently not a of the crop Is its final disposal. Every
paying proposition financially, and is farmer knows what his wheat Is worth
WILL PLEASE A B00KL0VER
almost never as profitable aa it should and what is the best way to sell it.
be. Why? Simply because the farm- Very feW have any similar knowledge
Attractive and Inexpensive Gift That er doea not realize its true value. As regarding
their trees. In that fact lies
Serves Its Purpose to
a result he neglects to care for. the the real explanation of the present unPerfection.
trees during their life, and is at a dis-- profitableness of the wood Tot.
So
advantage when it comes to selling long as the average owner knows less
An attractive and very Inexpensive tnem. Any effort to improve present concerning
the value of the timber
gift that is suitable either for a young conditions must, therefore, take these than any
crop on his farm, he
other
person or for an adult is a bookmark two facts into consideration.
cannot hope to Bell it at its true value.
embroidered with the name of the perThe essential point for every farm- What kinds of products (posts, poles,
son for whom it is Intended. Either er to recognize, is that the trees
in ties, mine timbers, lumber, etc.). ar
wide or narrow ribbon can be used in ms wood lot are just as
much a farm In greatest demand in the locality?
making the bookmark and with the crop as are his corn, oats, hay, or oth- What species of trees are
best adapted
aid of papier mache initials which can er , products.
Moreover, they have for each? In what sizes should the
be purchased In almost any store many advantages over other crops
material be cut? By what unit of
where embroidery materials are Bold
they require comparatively little care measure (cord, lineal foot, board foot,
even a young girl can make a really and labor; they can be harvested dur- piece, etc.) should they be sold? What
handsome one. If the ribbon is wide, ing the winter when other work is price should they bring on the basis
aa illustrated in the drawing, the in! elack; there are no storage charges of their value to the purchaser?
tlala should be larger than where nar on the crop because trees can be left These are samples of the questions
row ribbon ia used. It la not desirable, standing without deterioration an in- that every farmer should be able to
however, to place a thick bookmark definite time until they can be Bold answer to his own satisfaction before
Attractive and "Novel Trimming Is in an expensive
book and for this rea profitably or used to advantage on the attempting .to dispose of his wood lot
Here Employed.
son many booklovers prefer a long, farms; and they furnish protection to products. Even then he may be at
narrow ribbon marked with small ini buildings, to cattle, and to crops, from a disadvantage when dealing singly
"we are all glad of its further lease
tials at one end where they will neve wind, drought and frost.
with a purchaser who is more exDe- .
on Ufe.
be
shut
inside
book.
Such
a
the
Unquestionably,
then, the wood lot rlenced in such matters and may have
These new taffetas resemble some
can
marker
be
satin'
made
from
rib
deserves
better
than
the uresent neg more or less control over the local
what a very fine twilled ernsirflin.
one
bon
wide,
length
inch
being
the
among wood lot
lect,
or
pften
worse,
to which It is market.
but have much more body. They are
to be had In all the fashionable from nine to twelve Inches. This will now subjected. No farmer would think owners In the disposal of their timber
for a moment of burning over a crop la consequently as necessary aa in the
shadeB, and are being made ud eiten
young wheat Yet that is Just what disposal of their fruit, vegetables, or
of
fiively in street and afternoon eos- many
do with their crop of young grains, and Is frequently the only way
turnea.
";",
....
J ;
trees.
Nor is the damage tonflned to In which they can secure its full value.
Here Illustrated Is a charmlne cob
young
Above all, the secret of success in
the
growth; even the larger
tume in royal blue taffeta worn with
handling
trees,
though
the wood lot, lies in the recseldom
outdeatroyed
'fox furs dyed a delicate sulphur color.
ognition
right,
of
the fact that trees are a
are
weakened
bo
eventually
that
and a Jaunty chapeau in blue vel
they will fall a prey to insects, fungi, distinctive farm crop. When this is
vet with yellow . tinged feather fan- or wind; furthermore, the fertility of once thoroughly understood and the
'
tasiea.
the soil is greatly lessened by fires. same attention is paid to their producThe blouse Is plain and surpliced
Every fire that runs through a wood tion and marketing as to other crops,
over a tiny vest of white batíate, with
eight
cents.
to
five
cost
lot
is a direct source of loss to the the wood lot may confidently, be exThree
from
a flaring collar and small lapels of
owner. The absolute exclusion of fire pected to become one of the most
cost
initials
papier
will
mache
small
Datiste twined back from the V neck.
Long sleeves are set smoothly into ex- five cents, and a skein of embroidery is, therefore, the first and: most im profitable portions of the farm.
portant step in the rational managetended armholes, and are covered with floss will cost four cents. Arrange the
ment
of the wood lot.
Roots for Feed.
initials on the ribbon and baste them.
a heavily embroidered black Bilk
Closely connected with this ia the
on white satin ribbon is
Roots;
floss
Good
excellent feed for dairy
are
then finished with turned-bacwhite very effective. Fringe the ends of the exclusion of stock." which do much cows añ.d are especially desirable for
CUffS.
damage in destroying and retarding the falf d early winter, as they are
The ornate net ia applied to the bor- ribbon.
young growth, particularly of broad- - p.latfrie-- ; easy to digest and stimulate
der of the tunic skirt and makes a
leaf trees, and in packing down the the flow of milk. Less grain is reRed and Brown.
very handsome trimming. It will be
soil and exposing the roots of trees. quired while roots are being fed. The
Red and brown, an
noticed that the tunlo ia gathered to a
many,
have been well used this trees to the farmer should select the change from roota to more grain
combination,
hip yoke under a
cording,
summer. A very smart hat that has improve be cut in such a way aa to should be made gradually, adding,
, but the yoke in turn is gathered, too,
impair the wood grain at the rate of one pound for ten
been seen lately is a big brown vel- lot. Too rather than
and the result ia very graceful.
often
reverse
the
has been pounds of roots withdrawn.
AJbroad girdle is cut out in square vet canotier, with two huge red vel the case and the wood lot has de
tabs about the top and ajong the line vet roses on one side of the top of teriorated steadily- - throughBuild a Strong Fence.
the re
of fasteningThe idea ia repeated in the crown.
moval of the best trees, leaving the
it
takes time and some money to
the skirt placket to bring the closing
less valuable species and poorer indi- build a good fence, but it costs quite
in perfect alignment
viduals to take possession of the as much of both to rebuild a rundown
Patch Pockets.
If desired, the sleeves and lower
No knowledge of technical one. One of the most important parta
On some of the new skirts that are ground.
portion of the tunic can be made transull at the hips patch pockets are forestry - is necessary to ' enable the of a fence, above all others, ia the
parent by cutting the dress material employed to control this fullness. On fanner to recognize the trees which quality and setting of - corner
and
from under them, but in thát case the a gray velvet frock with a plaited pep-- are defective, crooked,
unusually gate posts. On the corner posta dedesign could no longer answer the pur- um big packets of satin are used on branchy, or of undesirable species; or pends the stability of the fence, and
poses of a street costume. Lillian
the hips. Sometimes these pockets to realize that the cutting of these time and expense should not be
Young, In Washington Star.
for fuel and other uses, to which they spared In setting faera flrmly. .
are embroidered. ,
flame-colore- d
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THE

The Roy Cafe

Notice For Publication

The Roy
Restaurant

Mrs Ida E. Wahon, Prop.
"

GooJ Rooms,
Competent Service.

First Class

SFANISH-A.V1EKICA-

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Sept. 29 1914.
V
.Notice is hereby ,given' that Willis
H Guthmanof Roy ,N. M.who on Feb.
13 1908,12-28-1- 0
made HE Serial 06331
,

Meals,

Emilia Romero Proprietors

Block

Great-Wester- n

Add'I 012609

Good Meals. 25 cts

forNJ-'SEi.Ei-SWi.a-

r-i-.

21
and WJ SWJ
.
Sec 22, TownshijjlH North Range 2( E
We feed you well and treat you right N. M. p. Meridian, lias filed
notice
fiDal
to
of
intention
make
year
Five
Across f rom the Bank, Roy, N.M.
Car load of potatoes just reproof, to establish claim to the land
.
above described, before F H Foster,
ceived, the best in town, get our
Commissioner at his office at.Roy'
U.S.
prices before buying. Goodman
Notice For Publication
New Mexico on the 14 day of Nov.

'

Call and seé our

;

Roy, N. M.

V

SJ-SI-

ÍJ

'
1914.
Department of the Interior,
new line of U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M. Claimant names as witnesses,
H. Goodman
Irvin Ogden Sr
--

fall and winter ladies and Misses
Oct. 121914.
is
hereby
Notice
examingiven
that David
worth
cloaks. They are
M
Valdez
N,
M.
of
Albert
who, on
ing whether you purchase or not.
Aug. 2, lft U, made HE Serial No.
Goodman's.
013G0G for NEJ&SE Sec. 12 Twp 21 N.

II. M. West
all of Roy
J Paz Valverde,
9--

2

10-1- 0

11--

Jas.

.Vj,

Baum

N. M.

Register.

7

For Publication.

Range 28 E. N. M. P. Meridian has Notice
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to Department of the Interior,
land above described before YVH.
the
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M.
Department of the Interior,
Willcox U. S. Commissioner, at,
Sept 29, 1914
,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. his office at Roy,N. M. on the 25 day 'Notice is hereby given that Joseph
J
of Nov. 1914.
Oct. 7 1911.
&10-- 5
Cox of Roy N.M. who on
Claimant names as witnesses: 19ll,made HE No 013453 and Add'I
To William B. McKinney of parts
Jose
F.
Chavez
Alferino De Herrera 013899'
unknownContestee:
J
for
Lenn-de- r
hereby
that
notified
Eduardo Sandoval Emilio A. Chavez NWJ-SYou are
Sec. 5
and NJ-NAll of Albert N M.
P. Armstrong who gives Roy,
Sec. 6 , Twp 19 N Range
New Mexico, as his postoiSce address,
m.p.
27E. N,
Meridian, has filed notice
Paz Valverde,
file in
did on July 20th. 1914
of' intention to make final three year
7
4
Register,
this office bis duly corroborated approof, to establish claim to the land
plication to 'contest and secure the
above described, before F. H. Foster,
cancellation of your homestead, Entry Notice For
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Serial Number made May 11th. 1908,
Roy, N. M. on the 13th day of Nov.
Depatment of the Interior,
for the SE 1 and SJ SW NEJ-SW- J
1914.
SEJ, NWJ Section '35, Township 21
U.S. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
North Range 26 E a s t , N. M. P.
Oct. 12, 1914.
Al. S Hanson
Meridian, and as grounds for his Notice is hereby given that Modes- Irvin Ogden Sr
B F Cole
P M Hooper
contest he alleges that said William to Lucero of ,Roy, N,M, who on
P. McKinney has wholly failedto commade HE Serial No. 09312 for
All of Roy N. M.
NEi-NE- l
ply with the law under which he is seekSec 23 N&
Paz Valverde,
ing, title; and that he-- has wholly NWJ Sec 24- - Twp 20 N Rng 28E
7
Register.
abandoned said entry that he has NMP M, has filed notice of intention
failed to reside upon cultivate or im- to make Final Five year proof to esprove the same; that the above men- tablish claim to the land above descritioned defects exist and have existed bed, .before w. H. willcox, U S ComDepartment of the Interior,
for more than two years last past and missioner at Roy N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
.
up to the date hereof.
on the 25th day of Nov. 1914.
,
Sept. 29, 1914.
You are, therefore, further notified
Claimant names as witnesses,
hereby
given
is
John
Notice
that
that the said allegations will be taken Felix Gonzales
Luis Gonzales Baker
New
Roy,
Mexico,
who on
of
by this office as having been confessed Noe Lucero
Fidel Gonzales Feb. 19, 1908 June 5,1913 made HE
be
will
entry
by you, and your said
all of Albert, N, M,
06385 and Add'I 016023 for the NE1
canceled thereunder without further
Paz Valverde,
beSec. 21, Twp.20N, Rng. 27 E
right to be heard therein, either
:
Register. ' and NWi
you
if
appeal,
on
NMPMeridian
or
office
fore this
has filed notice of intention
fail to file in this office within twenty
three year proof, to estab
publication
final
make
to
days after the FOURTH
Notice
Publication.
your
lish claim to the land above described,
of this notice, as shown below,
meetDepartment of the Interior.
before F. II. Foster. U S. Commisanswer, under oath, specifically
allegathese
U.
to
Office
S.
Land
responding
Clayton,
at
N.
M., sioner at his office at Roy N. M. on
ing and
within
you
fail
if
Oct.
contest,
or
5, 1914. the 13th day of Nov. 1914.
tions of
proof
office
due
that time to file in this
Claimant names as witnesses;
Notice is hereby given that Refigio
that you have served a copy of your N Church formerly Mestas of Solano R W Boulware
Wm Bowman
answer on the said contestant either N. M. who on
made HE No. Clarence O Hoskins
J W Johnson
25494 Serial 07006 for NJ SEJ NEJ-SW- 1
in person or by registered- - mail.
all of Roy, N, M.
SEJ-Nservice is made by the delivery of
Section 26
' Paz Valverde
a copy of your answer io. the contest- Twp 18 N. Range 26 E. N. M. P
11-- 7
Register.
ant in person, proof of such service MeridiaD has filed notice of intention
must be either the 'said contestant's to make Fiye Year Proof, to establish
Cutting of Timber on
written acknowledgment of his receipt Claim to the land above described, be
Homesteads
nf t.hñ ponv. showing the date of its
U. S. Commissioner D. S.
receipt, or the affidavit of the persont,.,.
at his office, at SolanoN. M.
by whom the delivery was made stat- on the 20th day of Nov 1914. '
Under the Act of congress of June 3
ing when and where the copy was deClaimant names as witnesses:
1878 and Mar. 3, 1891, Settlers are enlivered; if made by registered mail, Pedro Narbaez
Dionicio Lucero titled to procure not to exceed $50.00
proof of such service must consist of Leopoldo Andrada
Nieves Madrid worth of timber Stumpage value-- in
the affidavit of the person by whom
any one year, without the necessity
the copy was mailed stating when and
all of Solano N. M.
of filing application therefor, though
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
Paz Valverde,
notice of intention to procure shonld
es
nd this affidavit must be accompanied
Register,
of forms
be filed in this
the
by the postmaster's
by this
free
supplied
" Cattle in Brazil.
of such notice ar
letter.
worth
of timWhile there are no reliable statistics Where mpre than $50.00
You should state in your answer of the pastoral industry in Brazil, it is ber is desired application should be
the name of the postoffice to which estimated that there are 30,000,000 cat- made to this office.
you desire future notices to be sent to tle in the country.
Theo N, Espé;
'
you.
Chief of Santa Fe Field Division.
Paz Valverde, Register.
The Capable Woman.
Date of 1st publication, Oct 17 1914
'
The capable woman will always
Most of 'Em Do."
" 2d
have a baby to nurse, and the baby
"Dear me, it's so hard to buy for a
31 "
3d
will be her husband.
James mnn" "Veo T ' hat a tn snend tha
Nov 7
I money that way, too."
4th
Stephens.

Notice of Contest.

Ni-NW-

SJ-N-

10-1-

Notice for Publication.

SWJ-NW-

J,

Ei

11-1-

Re-Publicati-

-.

10-27-- 9,

JJepartment of the Interior.'
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
Mexico.
Oct. 16th., 1914.

Notice is hereby given that
U

NVVj,Sec.l7
Twp 19N. Rng29E. N.M.P
a
Meridian, has filed
notice
of
intention to make Three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above des- -'
cribed, before D. S. Durrin U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Sola
no, N.M. on the 4th dav of Dee.
1914."

Claimant names as witnesses:
Claience Driskill
Mark L Woods
Arthur Hazen Raymon.1 Ernest Dris
kill
All of Mosquero N. M.
Paz Valverde, .
1
4
Register.
.

10-2-

Notice For Publication

.

11-2-

Notice for Publication
Department of Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M
Oct. 16 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Forest
Shrum
oí Mosquero, N. M. who on June
1st 1910, made HE Ser. No 011443. for
W. Sec,5 lwp,18NRng29ENMP.M.
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, beforeíD. S
Durriin, U.S. Commissioner at So, ano
N. M. on the 5th day of Dec, 1914.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Hard R. shrum
Ed L. Fnllpr
James. D. Beem
Robert Lonsford
All of Mosquero, N. M.

-

11--

Alvin

T Cloud of Mosquero NM. who on 3
13-made HE Serial No, 012935 for

SEi-SEiSec.- 14

10-1- 0

New

10

'
Paz Valverdf,
Register.

2411-2- 1

Notice to Homesteaders

.

.

"

tor

U. S. Land Office,

Santa Fe, N. M,
Sept. 21, 'Jí.
The act of Congress approved Aug
22, '14, provides that the five month's
absence in each year allowed by the
first proviso to Sec. 2291, may,' at the
option of the Homester der, be divided
into two periods but leave of absence
shall not total more than five months
each year. Notice of beginning and
end of each absence.
Francisco Delgado, Registér:

.

.

10-1- 0

fore

office-copi-

rec-npt.fo- r

Notice to the Public
On account of the heavy movement
of grain and other crops, the railroad
companies traversing this Btate urge
the necessity of all shipper. expediting
the movement of same by prompt re
leasing of cars at destination, and the
loading of all cars to their maximum
capacity irr order to prevent a scarcity
of cars for shipment of crops and

other freight.

.

All shippers will be rendering a com
mendable public service by complying
with the desires of the railroad com
panies in this respect and this Commission would urgu that this be done in
every instance possible. On account
of the war situation and the blockading of exports at -- water terminals
manv cars are ilea up tor extensive
periods, and those in service between
inland points are urged to be released
promptly, and loaded to cápacity.
STATE CORPORATION COMMIS- -

nrAT
Santa Fe N.M. August

13 1914.

Best Aid.

Great works are performed not by
strength but by perseverance. Samuel Johnson.

"

.

